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Two Charged In
Theft Of Auto Here
Two local men have been charged by
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office in
connection with the theft of an
automobile here.
Deputies reported the arrest of
Samuel Lee Chadwick, 19, of South 12th
Street and Tony Williford, 20, of Route
One, Murray. .
Chadwick is charged with first
degree criminal mischief and theft by
unlawful taking over $100. Williford is
charged with second degree burglary,
theft bx unlawful taking over $100 and
criminal mishchief.
Williford is being held in the Calloway
County Jail on $5,000 bond. Chadwick
has been released on $1,000 bond,
according to department reports.
The automobile, a 1975 Cadillac, was
stolen from Murray Auto Salvage
Friday night. The car was later
recovered in the Taylor Store
Community, after it had been destroyed
by fire.
In other investigations by the
sheriff's department, another
automobile, stolen from Max Dodd, of
Kirksey Route One, was recovered this
morning by deputies. No charges have
been placed at this time.
Also, charges will be placed today in
a burglary at the home of J. I. Grogan,
Bethel Church Road. A quantity of
furniture taken in that break-in has




The Eighth Gala Douglass
homecoming will be held Friday,
August 12, and Saturday, August 13,
with the price for the dinner, dance, and
barbecue to be twelve dollars per
person.
Site of the barbecue and dance will be
the Winslow Cafeteria at Murray State
University. The dinner will be held at
the new Jaycee Civic Center, located on
the Jaycee Fairgrounds on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road. Dinner will be
catered by the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
A local talent show will be held
Friday, August 12, at nine p. m. in the
Murray State University Student
Center auditorium.
The schedule of events will be as
follows:
Friday — 1:00 to 5:00 p. m., tickets
may be picked up at the Community
Center on North Second Street; 6:00 to
9:00 p. m., barbecue and social hour at
Winslow cafeteria; 9:00 to 10:30 p. m.,
local talent show at MSU Student
Center auditorium.
Saturday — 7:00 a. m. to twelve
noon, coffee and donuts at the
Community Center; 10:00 a. m. tt
twelve noon, tickets may be picked up
at the Community Center; twelve noon,
special dedication ceremony at the
Community Center on North Second
Street and the renaming of the Second
Street Center; 6:00 p. m., dinner at
Jaycee Civic Center at Jaycee
Fairgrounds; 9:00 p. m., dance and
show with the River City Funk Band of
Owensboro to furnish the music at the
Winslow Cafeteria at Murray State.
Special recognition will be given to
the graduating classes from Douglass
during the years of 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946,
and 1947.
Bill Asked To Put
Jailers On Salary
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — Agreeing
that county jailers are among the most
underpaid officers in the state, a
legislative subcommittee has asked
that a bill be drafted to upgrade their
pay by making them salaried state
employes.
A draft of the bill could be ready for
consideration by the Interim Joint
Committee on Counties and Special
districts at its next meeting Aug. 30.
That committee's subcommittee on
.structure and functions indicated
support for such a proposal after
hearing a vigorous plea from Lloyd B.
Berry, president of the Kentucky
Jailers Association, for improved pay
for jailers.
"All of us agree that jailers are the
most underpaid (county) officers,"
said Sen. Richard Weisenberger, D-
Mayfield, subcommittee chairman.
Most of us would support a bill
making jailers and their deputies state
employes," Weisenberger said.
He asked Legislative Research
Commission staff member William
Wiley to draft with state Corrections
Department officials a bill for
consideration hy the full committee.
Berry, who is Mason County jailer,
told the committee that jailers are at a
disadvantage compared with other
county officials "because they depend
on heads for their salary."
The jailer is compensated for his
services according to a statuatory fee
inside today
schedule. He receives $4.75 an inmate
daily for keeping and feeding
prisoners— one of the more substantial
fees.
In counties with populations of over
75,000, the jailer is paid an annual
salary, and all fees collected by him are
deposited with the stae.
Berry said that increasing use of pre-
trial release means fewer persons are
being kept in jail, thereby reducing the
amount collected from the dieting fee.
He said he supported proposed
legislation before the subcommittee to
establish county budgeting procedures
and a county fee pooling system. The
hill would have required fiscal courts to
set the salaries of every county official
including jailers.
Berry charged that the existing fee
system "is fine for collective
revenue—but as far as paying salaries,
it does nothing but create thieves."
To make a living, jailers must
frequently go out and find occupants for
their jail cells. Berry told the
committee.
"I'll tell the boys to go out and get me
someone (to put in jail) — that I'm
hungry and I want to eat," he said.
He said the compensation schedule
for jailers is antiquated and provides
only "salary enough to buy a canary-
bird's breakfast."
See JAILERS
Page 10, Column 5
One Section — 10 Pages
Singer John Davidson has returned to the stage for the
first time since his appearance at a Kentucky supper club
where a fire killed 164 persons. But he refuses to discuss
the disaster. See the story on Page 10 of today's edition.
thunderstorms
A chance of thunderstorms
tonight and Wednesday. Lows
tonight in the 60s to low 70s. Highs
Wednesday in the mid 80s. Winds
southerly to 10 miles an hour
tonight. Rain chances 50 per cent









Deaths & Funerals 10
Garrott's Galley 4
Horoscope 2
Let's Stay Well.. 3
Local Scene  2, 3
Opinion Page  4
Sports 6,?
•
TOPS IN CLASS—Julie Cathryn Christopher, top, was accorded special
recognition as the top student academically in the summer class at Murray
State University during commencement exercises Aug. S. She earned the
bachelor of science degree with an area in medical technology and a major in
chemistry and was graduated with a 3.89 standing. Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice P. Christopher of 1504 Johnson Blvd. Deborah Nance Lee, mid-
dle, was awarded the master of science degree in journalism. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee of 1316 West Main St. Rebecca Hogancamp,
bottom, earned the master of arts in College teaching degree with emphasis
in developmental English and reading. She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas B. Hogancamp of 1602 H,ermitage. Offering congratulations to each
of the young women is Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice-president for universtiy ser-
vices.
MSU Photos
Bill Bailey Returns From
Annual 4-H Congress
Bill Bailey of Murray Route Eight
has returned from Columbus, Ohio
from the 60th Annual Ohio 4-H
Congress. Bailey, the only out-of-state
delegate, joined 800 other 4-Lnenmbers
from the state of Ohio to more
about university campus life, explore
possible careers, and participate in a
mock legislative session of state
government.
Based on the theme, "75 and Room to
Grow," the Congress presented an
interesting series of meetings. tours,
and recreational activities in
commeration of the 75th Anniversary of
4--H in Ohio. During the week, the
delegates toured the German Village
part of downtown Columbus, visited the
Center of Science and Industry, and
saw the Ohio State Capitol building.
Special entertainment was provided by
the Ohio State University Pep Band. the
O.S.U. Syncronized Swimmers along
with Olympic diver, Tim Moore, and
the Columbus Youth Symphony
Orchestra.
Highlight of the Congress, according
to Bailey, was the chance to visit many
departments of the Ohio State
University to discuss career choices
with faculty members and resource
people. His interest in veterinery
medicine enabled him to visit the
O.S.U. School of Veterinary Medicine
• . - .414111
twice during the week.
The delegates participated in a mock
legislative session in the Ohio State
Senate Chamber debating House Bill 33
of the 112th General 'Assembly. The
"Bottle Bill" dealt with taxation of
beverage containers and had been
discussed by the Ohio Legislature for .
the last five years.
Bailey was selected as the Kentucky
delegate on the basis of his record book
in Senior Achievement. He was named
state winner in competetion, which
would normally merit a return trip to
the National 4-H Congress, but was
declared ineligible due to a new rule





The Calloway County Public Library
will present a special program during
story hours Wednesday. August 10, at
10:00 a. m. for 3-6 year olds and at 3:00
p. m. for 6-12 year olds.
A policeman from the Murray City
Police Department will explain the




PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — President
Carter may fight again with Congress
over 10 water projects he wanted killed,
an administration official says.
"I wouldn't be surprised if you
haven't heard the last of water
projects, even for this year," said the
official, a presidential aide who
declined to be identified.
The aide left open the possibility that
Carter might send Congress what is
called a recision and deferral message,
in which the President could list
congressionally-approved spend-
ing he wants either to delay or delete
from the budget.
The move would force Congress to
vote again on any projects Carter
included in the message.
The aide declined to elaborate on
Carter's plans, other than to say
preparations will have to be made if the
President decides to go ahead with any
further moves against the controversial
projects.
The President, Mrs. Carter and
daughter Amy spent their fifth day
vacationing today in their south
Georgia hometown. The visit, Carter's
third since taking office, has been a
mixture of work and play.
The Carters were expected to return
to Washington on Wednesday.
After a morning visit with brother
Billy at the family's peanut warehouse
Monday, the President:
—Disclosed that the Palestinians
have sent indirect word that they might
adopt a United Nations resolution
which recognizes Israel and its right to
exist permanently and in peace with
secure borders.
If the Palestinians will recognize the
applicability of the United Nations
Resolution 242," Carter said, "then it
will open up a new opportunity for us to
start discussions with them and also
open up an avenue that they might
participate in the Geneva conference."
—Signed a $10-billion public works
bill that includes the 10 water projects
he wanted deleted. Carter succeeded in
getting another nine cut out of the
measure and four others modified.
Carter called that "a precedent-




—Signed a clean-air bill he called
"sound and comprehensive," which
gives Detroit a new delay in meeting
tough new automobile exhaust
standards. Automakers said the
decision is necessary to begin building
1978-model cars.
The law puts off the tougher
standards until 1980-model cars. Under
present law, they would take effect on
1978 models, to begin rolling off.
production lines this month. The new
law also gives dirty-air cities up to 10




The Hardin-South Marshall Senior
Citizens group met this morning for
breakfast in Murray to discuss plans
for a meeting place for the group.
The organization was displaced by a
fire which destroyed the old Hardin
Schoolhouse last week. The group had
been meeting at the school for the past
three years, since the Marshall County
Fiscal Court purchased the building
from the school board, and gave the
senior citizens control of the building.
Thelma Nanney, director of the
senior citizens organization, said this
morning that the group will use the
Hardin City Hall for a temporary
meeting place, until another building
can be constructed at the site of the old
school. •
"We had a lot of hard work in that
(schooh building," Mrs. Nanney said
this morning. She added that an Old
South Jubilee planned by the group in
the near future has been postponed
until a suitable site can be found to hold
the event.
The group was formed four years
ago, and met only once per month for
the first year. Then, Mrs. Nanney was
hired as a full-time director, and fund-
raising activities and other events were
begun on a regular basis.
The group plans to go to the Kentucky
State Fair on Aug. 22; some seats are
still available- for persons who would
belike to in luderl on the trip.
Also, the group will cater the
Fttirsheim Shoe Co. picnic this Friday
night as a fund-raising event. The group
will use the South Marshall Junior High
School kitchen.
—Rode with Billy in a fourwheel
drive vehicle over dirt roads to one of
the family's peanut fields, inspected the
crop and said, "We think it might be
saved" thanks to recent rain. But the
corn crop, the President said, was lost.
With a tenant farmer, they inspected
another peanut field on land in the First
Lady's family since the early 19th
century. At a shed of watermelons,
Carter dropped to his knees, split half a
dozen with a penknife and shared them
with reporters.
—Proclaimed optimism about
negotiations that might begin next
week with the Canadian government to
work out the route of a proposed U.S.-
Canadian natural gas pipeline.
Walking out of the dusty peanut
fields, Carter said he had talked to
Canadian Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau earlier in the day about the
line, from the Prudhoe Bay region in
Alaska.
—Pitched the White House staff to its
second defeat in as many days to White
House reporters in a quip-filled softball
game at Plains field. The score wils 11-
9.
—Ended the day with a leisurely
dinner at Billy's house.
In a statement on his signing of the
public works bill, Carter noted that it
contains funds for the 10 projects he
wanted scrapped. The President
declared: "I remain very concerned
about these projects."
He said his administration "will
continue to scrutinize carefully all
ongoing and proposed water projects."
Carter engaged Congress in a
running battle beginning in early spring
over his efforts to kill some of the pet
projects of its members.
At one point, he cited the funding for
the projects as candidates for the first
vetoes of his presidency.
But the 10 were saved in a
compromise between Carter and House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill.
Here is White House list of those
projects:
The Richard B. Russell Dam, South
Carolina and Georgia; Cache Basin,
Arkansas; Atchafalaya River and
Bayous Boeuf, Black and Chene, -
Louisiana: Applegate Lake, Oregon;
Hillsale Lake, Kansas; Tallahala
Creek, Mississippi; Garrison
Diversion, North Dakota; Central Utah
Project, Bonneville unit, Utah; Auburn,
California, contingent on safety
analysis; and Columbia, Tennessee.
The White House said these projects
that Carter opposed were deleted from
the bill:
Grove Lake, Kansas; La-Farge Lake,
Wisconsin; Lukfata Lake, Oklahoma;
Meramek Park Lake, Missouri,
YateSville Lake, Kentucky; Fruitland
Mesa, Colorado; Savory-Pot- Hook,
Colorado and Wyoming; Narrows unit, •
Colorado; Oahe unit, South Dakota.
These four projects were described
as modified:
The Central Arizona Project.
•Arizona; Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet,
Louisiana; Tensas Basin, Louisiana





The Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens will leave by chartered bus on
Monday, August 22. for the special
senior citizens' day at the Kentucky
State Fair at Louisville.
Senior Citizens will be special guests
that day at the -fair' in the air-
conditioned 'space inside which will
accommodate two to three thousand
persons, according to a spokesman for
the Institute for Aging, host for the
special day for the Kentucky senior
citizens.
The cost for the bus fare will be $12.00
per person. Each person,' attending
should give their name, Rhone number,
and money to Verona Grogan by
Tuesday, August 16. Mrs. Grogan can
be contacted at the Ellis Community
Center on Tuesdays and Thursdays
between the hours of 10:30 a. m. to three
p. m., or persons may mail the name,
phone number, and money to the Senior
Citizens Office at 203 South Fifth Street,
Murray, Ky. 42071. ,
Mrs. Grogan said the chartered bus
will leave from the St. John's .Center,
.1620 West Main Street, at seven a. m. on
Monday, August 22, .and return to -
Murray at approximately nine p. m.
-The Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Rhythm Band will perform for
the entertainment of Senior Citizens
attending ',Senior Citizens Day" at the
Kentucky State Fair.
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Women Of Moose Hold
Special Meeting Here
Women of the Moose met at
the lodge hall on Thursday.
August 4. for the purpose of
enrolling four candidates --
Clara Cochrum, Dorothy
Manning. Pat Hesse:II-ode, and
Phyllis Carson. Officers and
chairmen were in their
stations.
Thu executive board met
'July 10 in Padui ah. Those
attending Were Donna Cun-
ningham, Judy Travis,
Virginia Scott,. Joan Herndon,
Shirley Kurtz, and Ann Ser-
vers.
The door prize for the
evening was won by Judy
Travis.
The lodge voted to help with
one-third of the funds
necessary for the building of
the picnic pavilion.
A delicious lunch was
served by I.il Cooper.
The next meeting will be
held Thursday. August 18. and
the first meeting in September




FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Do not be impulsive, but
neither hold off action because
of uncertainty over your
abilities. Curb doubts and fears.




(Apr. 21 to May 21) t-34 il‘
You may be tempted to take
an unexpected fling in money
matters and, if your judgment
is as good as it usually is, it
should pay off.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Inspiration at a peak. A
unique idea you have can be
carried off with just the right
touch of ingenuity to make it
work.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
Keep your head and maintain
the pace that's best for you.
Don't let others distract you
with ideas of doubtful worth
especially if they clash with
your innate conservatism.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 11244A
Strong indication of gain
through past efforts. A good




( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) yip
Stellar aspects indicate new
activities, some reconstruction
in your life, but you could lose
out on good opportunities if you
are lethargic or indifferent -
both tendencies now.
LLBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Don't go off on the tangents
that so often upset a well-
running routine. Aim for ac-
complishments in which you
can justifiably take pride.
YON
PHOTO
Per Pose In Living
Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For 54.90




118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parting la Rear
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Stellar influences somewhat
restrictive where finances are
concerned, so watch the budget.
Avoid a tendency to overspend
on luxuries.
SAGITTARUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
at'44)-
A good day for tackling im-
portant and controversial
issues. In this connection, some
information you receive in an
unusual way should be carefully
noted.
CAPRICORN Li
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 16
A golden opportunity to put
your unusual ideas-across.
They'll get a satisfactory
hearing if presented logically.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Expect some complications
due to a conflict of per-
sonalities. You can handle,
however, with tact and a
determination to preserve good
will.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
If undecided or uncertain
about accepting a financial
proposition, it would be better to
reject it. Your truly ex-
traordinary intuition won't play
you false.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
colorful, life-loving Individlial;
vigorous, enthusiastic and
dynamic of personality. If you
will harness your tremendous
driving powers in the quest ti
worthwhile goals, there is no
limit to the heights which you
can attain. Extremely ver-
satile, there are many fields in
which you can achieve eminent
success, but most especially in
the law and statesmanship, in
the theater, medicine, teaching
and writing. Your wit and
congeniality make you a
delightful companion. Just one
admonition: Control a tendency
toward combativeness. Bir-
thdate of: Herbert Hoover, 31st




Tossed Salad Italian Bread
Macaroon Cream toffee
MACAROON CREAM
A no-cook frozen dessert.
1/2 cup heavy cream
1 egg, separated
a cup confectioners sugar
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1 tablespoon dry sherry
cup finely crushed
Italian-style macaroons
Have all the ingredients for
this dessert ready and make it
without interruption so the in-
gredients that are beaten won't
have to stand long enough to
break down. Beat the cream
until stiff. Beat the egg white
until stiff. Beat together the
egg yolk, sugar, vanilla and
sherry until slightly thickened;
fold in macaroon crumbs;
gradually fold into egg white;
fold into cream. Pour into 1-3rd
to 1/2-cup size minisouffle dishes
or demi-tasse cups or other
small dishes appropriate for
serving. Freeze until firm. This








Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden brown Served
with your choice of
potato and a thick -
slice of Stockade
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Baby Boy Hamilton ( Mother
Nancy), 302 North 17th.,
Murray, Baby Boy Clendenen
(Mother Anne D.), Rt. 2, Box
;18, Hazel, Baby Boy Mize
(Mother Reba), Rt. 5 Bx. 446-
A, Murray. *).
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carol Lee Snow, Rt. 3,
Puryear, Th., Mrs. Becky F.
East, Rt. 1, Bx. 66, Almo, Mrs.
Sheila Kay Cleaver, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Cheryl D.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
James R. Burkeen, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Paul4 Kaye
Windsor, 408 South 8th,
Murray, Mrs. Thelma L.
Reagan, Rt. 3, Murray', Mrs.
Mary F. Briggs, Rt. 2, Bx. 92,
Dover, Tn., Miss Darcus , A.
Jones, 402'i North 1st.,
Murray, Miss Deborah Dee
Cunningham, 1613 Sunset,
Murray, Mrs. Dorthy Nell
Atkins, Bx. 126, Hardin, Miss
Deljah T. Sloan, Bx. 274
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Rene L.
Dowdy, 824 S. 7th St.,
Mayfield, Miss Mickie Jo
Jones, Bx. 65, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Betty Louise Daniels, Rt.
1 Bx. 429, Murray, Tom Edd
Travis, Rt. 3, Murray, Miss
Leigh Ann Carter, 800 Oliver,
Murray, Mrs. Jane Gaines,
1708 Keenland, Murray, Mrs..
Shelia K. Fox, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Robert R. Flood, 813 Hurt'
Drive, Murray, Miss
Marguerite K. Currie, 129
North 5th St., Danville, Mrs.
Cammie C. Lovins, 416 So.
16th, Murray, Mrs. Clotille V.
Wisehart, Rt.- 1, •Alrno, Mrs.
Jessie Flora, 1618 Magnolia
Dr., Murray, Ralph K.





Baby Boy Dowdy (Mother
Mary M.), 301 Chestnut,
Murray, Baby Boy Garland,
(Mother Glenda), Rt. 1,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jo Ella Russell, Rt. 6
Bx. 203, Murray, Mrs. Margie
A. Dodd and Baby Girl, 1305
Vine, Murray, Mrs. Patty L.
Shelton and Baby Boy, 212 E.
20th, Benton, Mrs. Corrine D.
Foster, Bx. 117 Hazel, Mrs.
Anna I. Sims, 701 Williams,
Paris, Tn., Tommy Thomp-
son, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Joy C.
Orr, 1500 Canterbury, Murray,
Mrs. Edna E. Redden, 408 S.
6th, Murray, Mrs. Marilyn R.
Dunn, Bx. 2, Sedalia, Mrs.
Lana A. Ward, Lake Barkley
Resort Park, Miss Elizabeth
A. Hopkins, 921 N. 16th,
Murray, Mrs. Dora D.
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray, Miss
Kristy M. Conger, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Deborah L. King,
Rt. 5, Murray, William N.
Wells, Rt. 3 Bx. 263, Murray,
Lilburn Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Toy Jones, Rt. 1 Bx. 47,
Dexter, Bernard Whitnell, 503
S. 11th, Murray, Mrs. Helen
Hargrove, No. E-10 Fox
Meadows Tr. Cl., Murray,
Robert A. Colley, Farmington,







(Mother Marie), 806 Sha Wa,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Donnie G. Hargrove, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Nancy R.
Hamilton and Baby Boy, 302
N. 17th, Murray, Mrs. Donna
F. Hughes, Riviera Tr. Ct. Bx.
95, Murray, Mrs. Linda L.
Jones and Baby Boy, 309 W.
13th, Benton, Mrs. Ruth M.
Baxley and Baby Boy, 1101 N.
Poplar, Murray, Anthony
Burton, 12-A Washington Ct.,
Paris, In., Mrs. Annamma
George, 222 S. 11th, Murray,
Shannon J. Hanley, Rt. 1,
Grand Rivers, Mrs. Celia M.
Grogan, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Mary E. Jones, Rt. 4 Bx. 128,
Murray, Miss Deborah
Hudson, Rt. 1, Big Sandy, Tn.,
Miss Holly L. Alexander, Rt.
3, Murray, Miss Sherry L.
French, Rt. 1, Big Sandy, Tn.,
Lionel A. Vickrey, 160 Riviera,
Murray, Raymond Peinwald,
Rt. 1 Bx. 209; Miirray, Mrs.
Lottie M. Farris, 1397,
Johnson, Murray, Dennis
Daniels, Gen.. Del., .Murray,
R. A. Adams, Rt. 1 Bx. 250,
Farmington, Mrs. Lorene S.
Byers.
- • .• • - •
Miss Renee Jennings And
Mr. Grace Wed At Church
The wedding of Miss Renee
Jennings, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Jennings, 37o3
Bahama Drive, Hopkin.sville,
formerly of Murray, and Gary
Grace, son of Mrs. Shirley
Grace, Evergreen Park,
Hopkinsville, was solemnized
on Friday. July 22, at the St.
John's United Methodist
Church, Hopkinsville.
Officiating at the double
ring ceremony read at 7:30
p.m . was Bro. Donald Hall of
Benton, great uncle of the
bride. The music, composed of
recordings of music sung by
the A Cappella choir, was
arranged by Bob Hall of
Murray.
The altar was centered with
a basket of yellow mums and
greenery flanked by the white
altar candles. The bride is the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Nolan Adams and Mr.
and Mrs. Kerby Jennings of
Murray.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her father,
Edwin Jennings, wore a gown
of pure white windsong,
fashioned with a sweetheart
neckline, fitted bodice, and a-
line skirt. The bodice and
sleeves were of bordered lace
swith the sleeves fitted at the
wrist to accent the border.
Tiny lace edged thetiodice and
neckline with the same lace on
the veil.
The three-tiered veil and
dress were fashioned and
designed by the bride and her
mother.-The veil was of white
imported illusion and was
complimented with a Steiger
design headpiece of ribbon
and pearls. Her bouquet was
of yellow daisies and white
carnations with greenery and
baby's breath with white
streamers tied with love
knots.
Miss lerie Lawrence et
Murray was the maid of
honor, Miss Shawnee Jennings
of Hopkinsville, sister of the
bride, was the bridesmaid,
and Miss Dorothy Ann Merrell
of Van Nuyes, Calif., cousin of
the bride, was the flower girl.
The maid of honor wore a
long sundress of mint green
with a complete overlay of
green and white eyelet lace.
The bridesmaid wore the
same type of dress except in
yellow. The flower girl wore a
Laura Ashley creation of pink
with pink and white eyelet
lace overlay. Each girl wore a
summer hat with a silk rose
matching her dress attached
to the hat.
Miss Lawrence and Miss
Jennings carried bouquets of
daisies and carnations in the
color of their dresses. The
flower girl carried a white
wicker basket with ribbon and
flowers in the rainbow colors,
and scattered yellow, mint.
and pink rose petals in the
path of the bride.
Ray Naughtin of Hopkin-
sville was the best man. The
groomsman was Steve Grace.
brother of the groom,- and the
ringbearer was Robbie Lamb
of Louisville, cousin of the
bride.
The, ushers were Ronnie
Barnett of Murray and Terry
Lamb of Louisville.
The men in the wedding
party all wore tuxedoes to
match the color of the dresses
of the attendants.
The registry table in the
foyer of the church was at-
tended by Miss Karen Lamb of
Louisville. The guests signed
the bride's book with a yellow
pen with tiny yellow roses
attached. The table held an
arrangement of yellow daisies
and greenery with five yellow
candles arranged in the
flowers.
Mrs. Edna Merrell directed
the wedding.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
recepticin was held in the
fellowship hall of the church
The bride's table was
covered with a white cloth
under white lace and centered
with an arrangement of lilies
and baby's breath flanked by
two three branch candelabra
holding yellow candles. The
three tiered cake was iced in
white and green with a
miniature bride and groom
statuette between the second
and third tier. The cake was
garlanded by columns. A
silver and crystal punch bowl
was -at the other end of the
table. Nuts and mints were
served from silver ap-.
pointments.
- The g roont.!‘. 4E45E:
Mr. and Mrs.
overlaid with a yellow cloth
and centered with two candles
decorated with yellow ribbons
and tiny yellow roses. A
chocolate cake was specially
made by Mrs. Dicky Reece,
neighbor of the couple. Fruit
punch was served from a
crystal punch bowl. Silver
trays held the very unusual
hors d'oeuvres made by Edna
Merrell.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Richard Chambers
and Mrs. Robert Stites, Jr., of
Hopkinsville, Mrs. Edna
Merrell of Van Nuyes, Calif.,
Mrs. Terry Lamb of
Louisville, and. Mrs. Ronnie
Barnett of Murray.
Rice bags were passed out
n small wicker baskets by
tisses Tonya and Renee
Gary Grace
Pridemore of Murray, and
Misses Amy Boley and An-
nette Seargent of Hopkin-
sville.
After the reception the
couple left for an unannounced
wedding trip. They are now
residing in Hopkinsville where
the groom is employed at the
Hopkinsville Sewing Center
and the bride will resume her
studies at Hopkinsville High
School this fall.
Rehearsal Picnic
A rehearsal barbeque picnic
was given by the groom's
mother, Mrs. Shirley Grace in
the Little River Park at
Hopkinsville where the
wedding was to be held, but
the place had to be changed to
church because of rain on the
day of the wedding.
47---Bzz74441.
ROBERTSON BOY
Kevih Craig is the name
chosen by Sgt. First Class and
Mrs. Billy R. Robertson of
Murray Route Three for their
baby boy, weighing eight
pounds, measuring 20'-2 in-
ches, born on Saturday,
August 6, at 2:28 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is serving with
the United States Army at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Haydon Robertson of
Princeton and Mrs. Lucille
Thompson of Murray.
SNOW GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Snow of
Route One, Puryear, In., are
the parents of a baby girl,
Mandy Carol, weighing six
pounds ten ounces, born on
Monday, July 25, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the
former Carol Valentine.
DUNCAN BOY
A baby boy, James Bryan,
weighing seven pounds four
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Kyle Duncan of
Tuscaloosa,. Ala., on Wed-
nesday, July 27, at the Druid
City Hospital there. Maternal
grandparents are Mrs. Sibyl
Covington and E. C.
Covington, Paris, Tn.
BRAIN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Braly
of Route One, Puryear, Tn.,
are the parents of a baby boy,
William Bryan, weighing
eight pounds four ounces, born
on Tuesday. July 26, at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn. The











parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Jones of Canton and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Holland
of Cadiz. Great grandparents











Mr. and/ Mrs. Pearl Jones,
Hazard, Mrs. Eula Jones,
Canton, and Mrs. Ethel
Mitcherson, Murray.
CLENDENEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Clendenen of Hazel Route Two
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Richard Dale, Jr.,
weighing eight pounds and
measuring 21/2 inches, born
on Thursday, July 28, at 9:01
p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Fisher Price and is al,so a
minister.
Grandparents are the Rev.
and Mrs. Eugene Peal of
Hazel Route Tsvo and Mrs. L.
C. Clendenen of Lynch. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Peal of Lynnville
and Mrs. Roberta Davis of
Portsmouth, Va.
GUESTS HERE
-Mr. and Mrs. James Klapp
and - children, Amanda,
Angela, and Andrea, left
Monday for their home in
Bowie, Md., after a week's
visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Can-
terbury Estates.
GUEST FROM GERMANY
Mrs. Gertrud Haack of
Giessen, Germany is. visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Rob
(Monica) Walston, Mr.
Walston. and her two grand-
children, Heather and Holley
Walston. This is her fourth
visit to Murray. She says she"
enjoyes her visits here and
that the people are very
friendly. She will leave here
August 15.
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By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Chicago Tribune-N Y News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: Since we moved to a farm, relatives and
friends have come uninvited and unannounced. Some even
come for the weekend, asking if they can leave their
children with us for "a few weeks." (They say, "It will be a
good learning experience for them.")
Abby, don't people realize that a farm is not a vacation
resort? There's work to be done daily, even if we don't
punch a clock or report to a foreman. -
We like company, but we don't want them dropping in
whenever they feel like it. Please print this, but don't tell
where it came from.
NO GUTS
DEAR NO: People with no guts need to be protected
from people with guts galore. I hope this letter helps, but
don't count on it.
DEAR ABBY: My 17-year-old daughter recently
brought home a swim suit she purchased. She tried it on
for me and it looks very skimpy. Most of her rear is
exposed to public view.
She showed me how the top can be removed to go
topless, and says she may wear it that way sometimes.
I told her that she might get arrested if she goes topless




DEAR MRS. C.: My Texas legal experts inform me that
females who go topless in public can be charged with
indecent exposure and/or disorderly conduct.
DEAR ABBY: May I comment on the letter complaining
because some perfectly able-bodied people use the parking
area rnarked, "Reserved for the Handicapped."
I have high blood pressure, diabetes, chronic bronchitis
and a bad heart, and I am not supposed to walk great
distances, so I used to use the convenient parking areas set
aside for the handicapped. F no longer do so, however,
because of the dirty looks I got from people who saw me
parking there.
Please tell your readers that not all handicapped people
are on crutches and in wheelchairs. I may look healthy, but
I am . . .
HANDICAPPED, TOO
DEAR HANDICAPPED: Go ahead and use those
convenient spaces and ignore the dirty looks. God knows,
and YOU know, you qualify, and those who don't know
don't matter.
DEAR ABBY: Some Duluth, Minn., waitresses complain
bitterly that Canadian tourists refuse to tip them!
What say your Canadian readers deny or justify
non-tipping U.S. waitresses?
FATHER L. IN CLEVELAND
DEAR FATHER: I'm for letting my Canadian readers
speak for themselves. Canadians?
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
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Picnic for all persons in
eight. Purchase counties and
four counties across the
Tennessee River will be at
6:30 p. m. at the old Cherokee
park on Kentucky Lake. Food
will be catered at three dollars
per person.
Lake Area Singles' Group
will meet at the Bank of
Benton, Benton, at seven p. m.
For infigmation call 753-0499
or 753-8933.
Freed-Hardeman Assoc-
iates will meet at the
University Church of Christ
Annex at seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
• Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Maionic Hall.
Land Between the Lakes_
activities will include hayride
and cookout will start at
Center Station at 6:30 p. m.;
macrame workshop at Em-
pire Farm from 9:30 a. m. to
12:30 p. m.
Wednesday, August 10
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p. m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p. m.
First United Methodist
Church Women Circles will
meet as follows: Wesleyan
with Mrs. Milton Jones at 7:30
p. m. and Ruth Wilson at the
church at 5:30 p. m.
Seniority Salute will start at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at ten a. m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
at Murray Country Club at
noon with Mrs. Allen Russell
and Mrs. S. M. Matarazzo as
co-chairmen.
Wednesday, August 10
Oaks Country Club Women
will have a luncheon at noon
with Mrs. Danny Edwards and
Mrs. Emma Lou Story as
chairmen.
Thursday, August 11
Grove 126 WOW will meet at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p. m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons. and
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7:30 p. in. at the lodge hall.
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
the home of Carolyn Parks at
7:30 p.
Retirement dinner party for
J. D. Rayburn will be at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6:30 p.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
woodland walk at 4:30 p. in. at
Center Station and "Ghosts of
the Past" at The Homeplace
entrance road at 8:30 p. in.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a: m. to three p.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
making yarn *Tethers at 10:15
a. m., sack lunch at noon, and
table games at one p. m. '
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Sub-District will meet on Bob
Warren's farm with
recreation at 4:30 p. m. sack
supper at six p. in. with
Dexter-Hardin Church fur-
nishing drinks, and business
meeting at seven p. m.
Friday, August 12
First Baptist Church Youth
will have a "bring your own"
cookout at the Vinson home on
Oakdale Drive at 6:30 p. m.
Ladies Day Golf Pairings
Given For Wednesday Play
The pairings for the ladies
day • golf at the Murray
Country Club for Wednesday,
August 10, have been released
by Betty Jo Purdom, golf
hostess, as follows:
No. One Tee— -
9:00 a.m. — Evelyn Jones,
Phyllis Kain, Venela Sexton,
and Euva Nell Mitchell.




9:20 a.m. — Betty Lowry,
Betty Stewart, Margaret
Shuffett, and Inus Orr.
9:30 a.m. — Rowena
Cullom, Alice Purdom,
Martha Sue Ryan, and Louise
Lamb.
9:40 a.m. — Carol Hibbard,
Frances Hulse, and Jerlene
Sullivan.
No. Four Tee-
9:00 a.m. — Chris Graham,
Faira Alexander, Anna Mary
Adams, and Elizabeth
Slusmeyer.
9:10 a.m. — Nancy Fan-
drich, Betty Scott, Norma
Frank, and Beverly Spann.
9:20 a.m. — Toni Hopson,
Edith Garrison, and Jane
Fitch.
9:30 a.m. —. Doris Cella,
Urbena Koenen, and Exie Hill.
9:40 a.m. — Jean Doxee,
Rebecca Irvan, Lou Doran,
and Beth Belote.
No. Seven Tee-






Kitty Freeman, Ruth Wilson,
and Jenny Hutson.
9:10 a.m. — Mickie Phillips,
Bettye Hunter, and Judy
Muehleman.
'NO a.m. — Billie Cohoon,
Aurelia Batts, Cindy Ashby,
and Pat McReynolds.
9:30 a.m. — Janice Howe,
Carla Rexroat, Vickie Baker,
and Annie Knight.
9:40 a.m. — Eddie Outland,
Thelma Eckerdt, Mary B.




Mrs. Michael John Ryan,
the former Martha Lyn
Reagan before her recent
marriage, was honored with
several prenuptial events. She
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Reagan and he is
the son of Dr. and Mrs.
William Ryan.
A coffee was hosted by Mrs.
Galen Thurman, Mrs. Bobs
Hopper, Mrs. Mary Belle
Overbey, Mrs. John Nanny,
Miss Martha Guier, Mrs. Stub
Wilson, Mrs. Vernon Shown,
Mrs. Bailey Gore, Mrs. James
Frank, Mrs. Raymond Hewitt,
Mrs. Richard Orr, Mrs. Joe
Dick, Mrs. John Ed. Scott,
Mrs. John Trotter, Mrs.
George Hart, Mrs. Edward
• Diuguid, Mrs. Marvin Fulton,
and Mrs. Vernon Hale.
• An informal cookout was
held at a cottage on Kentucky
Lake given by Mrs. Robert
Hahs, Mrs. Frances Richey,
and Mrs. Archie Simmons.
A party was given for the





MR LANDS TRAVEL AOVICI
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature cell 1
753-GOGO (4646)









By F.J L. Blasmgame. M.D.
Q: Mrs. P.I. writes that
she has high blood pres-
sure, for which she has
begun to take medicine.
She has to see her dentist
soon and may have to have
several teeth extracted.
She wonders if she should
tell her dentist about her
medication in case he has
to give her injections of
local anesthetic to prevent
Pain.
A: You should advise
your dentist that you have
high blood pressure and
that it is sufficiently ele-
vated to require that you
take medicine to help to
keep your pressure near
normal levels. It is proba-
bly that he may want to
contact your physician
wheran share his informa-
tion with dentist.
Many dentists are now
regularly taking blood
pressure readings on their
patients as an added ser-
vice and to help screen the
public to pick up hyperten-
sion in its early stages.
Occasionally, drugs
taken for high blood pres-
sure may cause postural
hypotension, which is
worse shortly after sitting
up or standing after having
been lying in the supine
position, such as during
dental treatment. If the
patient sits up quickly, diz-
ziness or weakness, even
fainting, may occur. These
symptoms are less likely if
a change to the upright
position is made more
slowly. •
The best care of such
cases as yours usually fol-
lows when good communi-
cations are maintained be-
tween your dentist and
your physician. They are
usually glad to help each
other when they can im-
prove patient care. - - -
Artificially Blackened
Teeth
Q: Ms. C.F. is curious
about the cause of black
teeth, which appear
'Rain bolt; For Girls
Assembly Meets
At Lodge Hall
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girlt
met on Tuesday, August 2, at
seven p.m. at the lodge hall
with Deana Seigler, worthy
advisor, and Sybil Lasater,
mother advisor, presiding.
Members present were Tina
George, Rhonda Sledd, Deana
Seigler, Lana Lasater, Vickey
Weatherford, Susan Cates,
and Donna Smith.
Adults present were Twila
Coleman, Kathleen Morris,
Doyce Morris, Joe Lasater,
Sybil Lasater, and Pete
Farley.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, August- 16, at
seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
Advance Group Will
Play Here Thursday
Pairings for the Advance
Group of Women's Tennis at
the Murray Country Club for
play on Thursday, August 11,
have been released as follows:
Court No. One — nine a. m.
— Agnes Payne, Judy Nall,
Bettye Hunter, and
Georgianna Moffitt.
Court No. Two — nine a. m.
— Lillie Johnson, Nancy
Walston, Lila Lusk, and
Sharon • Brown.
Court No. Three — nine a.
m. — Donna Kellar, Terri
Burke, Lou Ann Philpot, and
Kathy Burchfield.
Court No. Four — ten a. m.
— Shirley Boone, Sharon
Wells, Patsy Miller, and
Carolyn Bradshaw.
If a substitute is needed,
persons may call Peggy
Billington.
PATIENT AT HOSPITtl.
Carrel Rogers of Murray
Route One has been a patient




slips up on you, he quick with
two cans of soup: mix one-can
(11 It oz.) of bean with bacon
and one can (103( oz.) of
vegetarian vegetable with two
cups of milk. Heat and serve
with crumbled bacon and at ,
• ̂ -ry.tert-of mirrc exiiptistcsxr irrinrct:-
healthy and comfortable
and which she has seen In
several adult Orientals.
A: In some Oriental
countries, blackened teeth
have been regarded as a
sign of beauty, as well as
protection against dental
caries.
An article on black teeth,
written by Margrit
a dentist, appeared re-
cently in the Journal of the
American Dental Associa-
tion. Dr. Flynn practiced
for a time in Vietnam and
examined a numberaf-per-
sons who had blackened
their teeth.
According to Dr. Flynn,
the teeth are etched by
placing freshly cut lemons,
one after another, against
the teeth more or less
continuously for LW° days.
The acid in the lemon dis-
solves some of the enamel,
roughening the surfaces of
the teeth. A mixture of
black paint, ginger and
mango is spread on pieces
of paper and placed in the
mouth with the mixture
against the etched teeth. In
about 12 hours, a shiny
black coating is bonded to
the enamel, which remains
permanently blackened.
The custom is disappear-
ing, according to Dr.
Flynn, and black teeth are
seen largely among the
older persons. You may
have seen some of them
who have migrated to the
United States.
Cardiovascular nursing was the subject of the program presented at the recent
meeting of the West Kentucky Nurses' Group by Murray-Calloway County Hospital
nurses Shirley Lamb (center), Aaene Oliver (left), and Dorothy Higginbotham. Nursing
Service Directors and In-Service Directors from health care facaities in West Kentucky
attended the meeting at the Murray Holiday Inn. The registered nurses reported on a
three-day Cardiovascular Nursing course which they attended in Louisville in May. The
in-depth classes centered on Peripheral Vascular Disease and were sponsored by the
Hein Association of Louisville and Jefferson County and the Kentucky and Indiana
Heart Associations. Mrs. Oliver is the 7-3 house supervisor at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Mrs. Lamb is the area supervisor of the CCU-ICU-Sub-Intensive Care Unit,
and Mrs. Higginbotham is the 3-11 nursing supervisor.
Miss Cook Is
Honored Hem
Miss Mary Moore Cook,
August 13th bride-elect of
Dickie Nesbitt, was the
honoree at a. kitchen shower
held on Tuesday, July 19, at
the home of Joan Cooper with
Mrs. Debbie Phillips and Miss
Juana Stockdale as hostesses.
The honoree opened her
many gifts and was presented
a corsage by the hostest.
Games were played with the
winners presenting their
prizes to the honoree.
Refreshments of Cokes,
brownies, cherry tarts, and
pecan tarts were served at the
table overlaid with a white
cloth with lace trim and
centered with an arrangement
of roses. Matching napkins
and plates were used.
MIXING YOGURT
When you're mixing yogurt,
treat it gently or it will break
down. That doesn't change the
flavor, but you may prefer the
thickened consistency.
Between Rivers Reunion Sunday
The sixth annual "Between
The Rivers Homecoming" has
been set for Sunday, August
14. The site for the celebration
will be at the old Fenton
Airport just east of Eggner's
Ferry Bridge on U. S.68, in the
same area as the previous
homecomings.
All people who lived in the
area now known as Land
Between The Lakes, their
relatives, and friends are
expected to attend.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon; bring your
own lunch. Bring your own
lawn chairs and if you have a
portable picnic table, bring it
along. Water and restrooms
will be, provided by TVA. A
patrolman will be on duty to
assist in parking.
The planning committee
and TVA are expecting a
record crowd this year,
perhaps more than attended
last year. No formal en-
tertainment is being planned
because the people want to
spend the day visiting old
friends and relatives. A
smember of the Land Between
The Lakes staff will be present
to welcome the people back to
their native land.
If you have any questiongbr
need further information, call
or write the following: TVA
office at Golden Pond,




Jim Wallace, and Geneva
Wallace, Cadiz; Raymond
Matheny, Bill Miller, and
Albert Cassity, Jr., Murray;
Adrian Conner, Floy Miller,
and Braxton Gillahan,
Paducah; Terry N. Calhoun,
Kuttawa; Dolly Gillahan,





',11FTIT-AWAY'. MIS MEWS, SACO T.0 AAAAA S PepsiCo,
Pak.
Six 32-ounce resealable/returnable bottles that
give you big ounce for ounce savings,
The 6-Quart 6-Pak ..
Pepsi-Cola' s biggest carton
gives you Pepsi-Cola's biggest
savings. Six 32-ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi-Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings. Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable
carton that give you the sav-
ings only quantity buying can.
And the carry-back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund Enjoy the
double value of the 6-Quart
6-Pak . the quality taste of










The average personal income
in the Tennessee Valley region
ten years ago was $2,155. At the
end of last year the per capita
personal income for the region
reached $5,082, the highest ratio
yet of the region's income to the
national average of $6,441.
These personal income
figures were revealed by TVA
Board Chairman Aubrey J.
Wagner in a recent speech in
Gatlinburg. He said an an-
dequate supply of affordable
energy has been the key ot
economic growth in the
Southeast during the past two
decades, and that it will con-
tinue to be a key to future
development in the region.
TVA has committed more
than $2 billion to purchases
from businesses and industries
in Tennessee since the agency's
inception in 1933, which has had
a tremendous impact on the
economy of the South.
The veteran Board chairman,
who has consistently and
doggedly fought for, 'TVA,
pointed up the tremendous total
contribution that the agency
has made to the South and to
the people of the South with this
statement:
Agree Or Not
"But to measure TVA's
impact on the region's economy
by the dollars we spend is to
miss by a country mile TVA's
real purpose and to misun-
derstand entirely the nature of
the economic change that has
taken place here over the past
four decades.
"TVA's role has been to
provide some of the needed
tools, like electric power, a
navigable waterway, flood-free
sites for industry, and to help
build up the natural resource
base, the forests, the land, the
water. The people have done
the work."
The people have indeed done
the work, but the TVA provided
the vehicle that has resulted in
the greath growth of the rural
Southland since 1933. Had it not
been for TVA, the South could
not possibly have achieved its
astounding progress in
economic development that has
placed it on a par with much of
the rest of the nation.
The South has come a long
way since the early 1930s. And
much of the credit for that
forward journey should go to
the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Its '. I ,I iron
Lease Proposal Now
Hanging In Limbo
FRANKFORT — The controversial
lease proposal for a private corporation
to construct a library building for the
state is hanging in elusive limbo and
newsmen are unable to track down any
definite position the state now has on
the deal.
The B. T. J., Inc. firm in Frankfort
has signed a contract with the state
Finance Department to construct a
building for the state Library
Department at a rental price of $627,000
per year. Contract also contains a
clause that says the state will pay B. T.
J. Inc. $3.3 million if the state cancels
the lease before 1990, plus an annual
adjustment for inflation based on the
wholesale price index for 10 years.
State Auditor George Atkins" is
challenging the legality of such a lease
on the grounds that all prospective
- bidders were not given the information
on which B. T. J., Inc. negotiated the
• contract with the Finance Department.
He has employed Frankfort Atty.
Joseph J. Leary to advise him in
contesting the lease.
Atkins said in an interview this week -
that the state is also obligated in the
- lease for all maintenance and
improvements during the time it would
occupy the proposed building.
Kentucky's Supreme Court recently
handed down a decision on the
Malpractice Insurance Bill passed by
the 1976 General Assembly. The bill
would set up a group insurance plan in
which all doctors wishing to be insured
would contribute to the insurance plan.
The Court held the Malpractice
Insurance plan to be unconstitutional
and Leary cited the opinion in an
advisory memorandum to Atkins.
The June 21 opinion in the insurance
case, handed down by Justice John
Plamore, is cited by Leary:
In contrast with the federal
constitution, state constitutions
ordinarily forbid one generation from
stealing the earnings of another, at
least without a vote of the people."
In the memorandum, Leary said the
" McG uffey case (insurance') reminds
us that Section 177 is still a part of the
Constitution of Kentucky, and its
language is so easily understood that a
wayfaring man • could scarcely
misinterpret it. It says simply:"
•The credit of the Commonwealth
shall not be given, pledged or loaned to
any individual, company, corporation
or association, municipality, or
political subdivision' of the State: nor
shall the Commonwealth become an
owner .or stockholder in, nor make
donation to, any company, association
or corporation;. ."
The question-is-bow far in the future
any 'administration may obligate the
- state financially, and the above section
of the Constitution is the limit on that.
The library building contract would
obligate the state up to 1990 and then
contains a penalty clause if it is
cancelled before them.
In his advisory memorandum to
Atkins, Learif concluded, "It is my
tho lct is
dIE - 
Then Leary advised, "I suggest that
you bring this matter immediately to
the attention of the Attorney General. If
the Attorney General refuses or
declines to take action in connection
with this contract, he should certify to
you in writing his refusal, whereupon
you, or any other citizen or taxpayer
may take appropriate action to protect
the public treasury."
Atty. General Robert Stephens told
this reporter Atkins has furnished him
and the governor a copy of Leary's
memorandum.
Stephens said Thursday he had not
given the governor an opinion on the
library proposal nor has he been asked
by the governor for an opinion.
He also said he is "not involved in the
controversy at this time," but, "I will
probably get involved in the near
future."
In his memorandum to Atkins, Leary
said, "The Attorney General of
Kentucky is no longer the King's_
Counselor as was the case at common
law. Under the democratic form of
government, now prevailing, the people
are king. The Attorney General's duties
are to the people rather than to the
machinery of government." He cited
this decision from the case of Hancock
vs. Paxton, Ky. 516 S. W. 2d 865 (1974).
Stephens was reminded of this, and
this is when he reaffirmed that he
expects to get involved soon in the case.
Bible Thought
But whai things were gain to me,
those I counted for Christ. Philip-
pians 3:7.
The best way to start ('he new year
is s.,,,th Christ. Our lord He makes
'lf•SA Let us serve Huh
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns, and other
opinionated articles on is page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opiniOns.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believ'elhat to limit
opinionated articles to only those .
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a dissecvice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do riot agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other *article, to respond with their
feeling 'On the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
thc attention of tbe.,general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or








Rep. Philip M. Crane (Ill. ) ". . . The
nation's private free-choice system of
medical care is besieged by
bureaucrats and politicians who would
sink it under the weight of rules and
regulations in the name .of,quality and
cost control.
-We are constantly being warned
that our medical system is in a 'crisis
state due to rising costs, and the
medical .profession itself is being
portrayed as a group of greedy
individuals more concerned with
"ripping off" Medicare. and Medicade
dollars than healing the sick.
-And what is the solution being
proffered to resolve this "crisis"? Why,
National Health Insurance (NH!),
course. Rather than admit thew
premises were incorrect, the
tinkers ascribe the failures of tler
proposals to two limitations am
enough money and not enactor!
regulations. If only they had more ,E
these, they cry, their programs wvcalk
have worked...
"It didn't take an expert to precbci
that, when Medicare and Medicade
were adopted a decade ago, costs wou'A
sky rocket, as inevitably happens with
any open-ended program featuring
wide eligibility and including little to
discourage unnecessary utilization of
available benefits...
"Despite a campaign promise by
Jimmy Carter to put National Health
Insurance into effect early in his
administration, many factors, such as
the enormous price tag and procedural
problems in the Congress, weigh
against it.
-It is about tirne -that we stopped
passing bills to give Federal officials
free rein and started taking
responsibility for the Frankenstein
monsters we have created... ,
-Instead of racing full steam ahead
into, National Health Insurance, which
would lead to a disastrous socialized
system of medical care, we need to
relieve our private doctors and
nospitals of the inhibitive controls and
-,controllable costs imposed on them
the Congress and the Federal
:„...reaucracy. A government that can't
• en run a medical program for the
:koor and aged or deliver the mail on
..me can hardly call itself qualified to
minister NHI.
-In the comprehensive bill I
2,troduced, I will attempt to reverse the
:rend toward total Federal control of
medical care. But much more effOrt is
needed if we are to avoid the chaos
experienced by such countries as Great
Britain and Sweden. Whether it is
forthcoming is up to you."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOT'S COMMENT
If Americans want complete Federal
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This Pretty Picture
Makes Us Pretty Proud
James L. and Jan Baker are beaming
with pride these days, and justifiably
so.
Their 17-year-old daughter, Shaun,
one of the four pretty majorettes who
performed so precisely in front of Mur-
ray High School's national champidi
marching Tiger band, is pictured on the
cover of the August issue of "The
Instrumentalist." This is a national
magazine which goes to band directors,
instrument manufacturers and
distributors all over America.
It came as a complete surprise. It
was Chuck Simons who rushed over
with th'e news when he received his
copy of the magazine in the mail the
other day.
Shaun's picture, printed in full color,
was taken at Whitewater, Wis., in June
while she and the 175-piece band were
competing in the national high school
marching band competition which, as
we all know and proudly proclaim, They
won. She wasn't aware the picture had
been made.
Also on Page 115 of the magazine is a
story about the band, its program and
its big win in the national contest as
well- as a picture showing director Joe
Sills being presented with th41.
appropriate awards.
A 5'4", 95-pound, brown-eyed blonde,
Shaun also plays flute in the band when
she isn't marching out front with the
other majorettes — Captain Gina
Jones, Lori Brandon and Lori Rushing.
She also is secretary to the student
council and the senior class band
representative.
Her father works at the General Tire
plant in Mayfield, while mother Jan is
the secretary in the Department of
Industrial Arts Education at Murray
State. Equally as proud as her parents
are her sister and brother at home.
Sister Stefane, 14, is a freshman and
expects to be a hill-fledged member of
the band when it takes the field this fall,
while brother Jimmy, 13, is in the
special education progcam at
Robertson School.
Granted, our other three majorettes
are equally as deserving of being
pictured in full color on the cover of a
nationally-distributed magazine, but if
the publishers felt they wanted to
picture only one as symbolic of all the
pretty majorettes who strut their
By MICHAEL J. SNIFFEN
Associated Press Writer
Welfare Reform In Eye Of Hurricane
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — President
Carter's $34 billion welfare reform plan
is in the eye of apolitical-hurricane.
A new gale of conflict is coming soon.
And the most significant turmoil is
lik4y to ensue over a mystery number
— 111 -number that cannot be found
anywhere in the 156 pages of briefing
Papers distributed by the White House
to explain the plan to move able-bodied
welfare recipients into jobs.
For six stormy months, the
administration was buffeted by conflict
among Cabinet agencies and interest
groups over the shape of the plan
Carter announced Saturday at a Plains,
Ga., news conference.
Now, Carter's men are basking in the
relative calm produced by the cautious
optimism which characterized most
reactions to their proposal. But in a
program as broad as Carter's, each of
the dozens of affected interest groups
will be able to find at least one provision
to protest in the big blow ahead. The
missing number, however, affects all of
them.
In essence, this number is the answer
to the question of whether
Carter's program will work, whether it
will achieve the one ultimate goal of
welfare reform that everyone can
agree on: a reduction in the amount of
money the American pay for welfare
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The figure that isn't there is the
projected number of persons who will
move from welfare into private,
unsubsidzed jobs. -
Carter proposes to create 1.4 million
public jobs for welfare recipients. It
was little noticed that to pay for them
he would eliminate two current job
programs for nearly 1 million persons,
roughly half of whom were on welfare
at some point.
But the new public jobs will cost the
American people $8.8 billion. The public
will get work in return, though some
experts question how productive that
work will be, given a wage ceiling at or
just above the $2.30-an-hour minimum
wage.
The ultimate goal of any welfare
-plan, however, is to reduce the number
of people who depend on the
government for a living and thus to
reduce the cost to the public. To do this,
welfare recipients need to get into
private jobs.
How many recipients will do so is not
easy to predict; perhaps it is impossible
to predict. This uncertainty_ was a
major reason behind Carter's
acknowledgement under questioning
that neither he nor his Cabinet experts
could predict the year in which welfare
spending might actually decline.
The number of recipients who do
eventually move into private jobs
depends on two factors. One is the
overall economic well-being of the
country. The other is Carter's success
in getting a specific welfare recipient
into a specific job.
pverall, Carter's men are predicting
continued gradual improvement in the
economy despite some minor setbacks,
and' they haven't been proved wrong
yet.
The other crucial factor is more
complicated. It stems f ronrthe fad, that
the mere existence of a vacant job and
a jobless welfare recipient • does' not
mean that they will get together.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, August 9, the 221st
day of 1977. There are 144 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the United States
dropped the second atomic bomb on
Japan, destroying more than half the
city of Nagasaki.
On this date:
In 1638, a native of Holland, Jonas
Bronck, became the first settler in what
is now the Bronx, N.Y.
In 1831, the first train in the United
States , to be drawn by a steam
locomotive made a run between the
New York cities of Albany and
Schenectady.
In 1842, a border dispute between the
United States and Canada was settled
in the Webster-Ashburton treaty.
In 1898, Spain 'formally accepted
peace terms ending the Spanish-
arairiaiiiraf '
l'K-1111111141114.;;:.' -IL !milled
King of England following the death of
his mother, Queen Victoria.
In 1942, the British arrested the
Indian nationalist, Mohandas Gandhi.
He was held until 1944.
Ten years ago: There were battles in
the streets of Bogota and other
Colombian cities as the national police
tried to crush the largest underworld in
Latin America.
Five years ago: The toll from a storm
that ' had lashed the east coast,
Hurricane Agnes, was set at 118 lives
and more than $3 billion in damage.
One year ago: Hurricane Belle
smashed across New York's Long
Island with 100-mile winds.
Today's birthdays: Meteorologist
Gordon Dunn is 72 years old. Former
movie star Charles Farrell is 76.
Thought for today: iud:ge a,, man by
his questions-rather than insiiers —
f-; '.-
hearts out for us every fall, we are
delighted that they chose one from the
fddrray band. That's great, national
publicity for our fair city.
+4-+++
While on the subject of pretty girls:
TV's Charlie has his "angels," and I
had mine a few days ago when the 18th
Murray'alr9ltational golf tournament
asw 'play at' the Murray Country
Club.
As I have been doing for the past
eight years, I was handling publicity for
the tournament. One of the most time-
consuming aspects of that chore is the
preparation of a card on each player
(and this year there were 208 of them)
and then posting their scores on the
cards at the end of each day.
I was laboriously doing this mid-way
through the first afternoon of the
tournament when two pretty young
"angels" graciously offered to help.
They were Stacey Fulton, daughter of
Henry and Mary Elizabeth Fulton, and
Catherine Dick, daughter of Joe and
Wanda Dick.
For the rest of that afternoon and
throughout Sunday afternoon, they
conscientiously remained at the big,
shaded scoreboard, posting the scores
as the golfers finished. Their help
enabled me to get out on the course and
to follow and talk with those long-
knocking youngsters who so completelY
dominate the game today. This, in turn,
simplified the writing of the final story
of the tournament.
I tell you this simply to publicly
acknowledge the help of these two fine
young ladies. They were a couple of
real "sweeties" to do all that for a
weary old golfer, and I deeply
appreciated it.
+++++
Bill Brown, who is retired and lives at
508 South 13th Street, has one of the
smallest gardens in town (about the
size of your living room-rug) but he
believes he has grown the tallest stalk
of corn. It's 141/2 feet high.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Another rain and electrical storm hit
Murray and Calloway last night and
John Ed Scott, local weather observer,
said 1.4 inches of rain had fallen in the
past 24 hours at the reading taken about
7:30a. m. today.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tracy have
returned to the United States after
spending two years teaching English in
a high school in Urgeys, Turkey, as a
part of the Peace Corps.
The Rev. Vance Marberry of
Madisonville will be the speaker at the
revival at the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, according to the pastor, the
lev. Lawson Williamson.
Miss Paula Kay Allbritton and
Michael William Holliday were
married July 8 at the First Methodist
Church.
John Wayne and Kirk Douglas are
starring in "The War Wagon" now
showing at the Capri Theatre.
20 Years Ago
Airman Bobby Leonard Brandon has
been assigned_ to the 3275th Technical
Training Group at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Henry
Shultz, age 72.
Lyndia Nicks, local dance instructor,
will attend the convention of Dance
Masters at Chicago, Ill., August 10-15.
Births reported include a boy,
Kenneth 13ryan, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Grogan on July 23, a boy, Robert Floyd,
to Mr. and M'rs. Neale B. Mason on July
25, a boy, Danny Keys, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hardy Keys Outland on July 26, and a
boy, Mikel Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Burkeen on August 4. •
Dan Nix, Pred Wells, Charles
Walston, and Max Farris are
vacationing for two weeks in Florida.
30 Years Ago
Murray Chamber of Commerce
officials announced today that the
houses purchased by the Chamber for
use by officials of the Murray
Manufacturing Company have been
sold and that the entire project is ready
forkliquidation.
'Jim Moore, grid coach and manager
of the 1947_ Calloway County Horse
Show, said today that rain had
prevented .the show from opening last
night as planned and that the two day
feature would begin tonight.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Moholey Francis Taylor, age 83.
Mrs. Carrie Pearl Hetie-aieluie's
Flower Shop is taking a special short
course for florists at Bright's School of
Floral Design, Chicago, Ill.
Miss Faye Nell Craig and Glen S.












































































Built-in furniture is popular
indoors, why not outdoors?
Anyway, it's a thought for do-it-
yourselfers.
For example, instead of buy-
ing new outdoor furniture every
few years, why not build loung-
ing or dining pieces of brick.
These fixtures will stay in
place, you need not worry
about moving them when you
mow the grass and they don't
need to be stored. You merely
remove cushions, backrests and
table tops in bad weather.
Do-it-yourself brick work has
become so popular, the Brick
Institute of America has been
motivated to suggest outdoor
projects that also may be done
by women and men who are in-
experienced in brick laying.
Some projects may be done
without mortar and if you get
bored with the thing you build,
you can use the bricks for
something else. If mortar is
'Used, remember your project
may be permanent.
There are lots of spin-offs
from single projects. For ex-
arnple, build an entire enter-
tainment center or patio that
would have a one-time cost.
Such a center could have a bar-















THIS WATERFRONT HOME is designed for a deep and narrowlot on a Florida-type canal. The focus of this three-bedroom
home is on the back, where the living room opens onto a
screened porch facing the waterfront This "backyard" porchcan double as a summer livingliining area. Plan HA-997R by JanReiner offers 1,232 square feet of floor space, plus a carport andscreened porch. For More information, write to the architect-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope-at .1000-32ndStreet North, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710.
About the House:
How to choose the right color
and design for underfoot beauty
By US KING
In tune with the new
trend towards natural and
carefree design materials,
ceramic tile is rapidly be-
coming a favorite flooring
material. And not just for
baths and kitchens, either.
These days it's stepping
into foyers, living and fam-
ily rooms, dining areas, and
even bedrooms.
Everybody agrees that a
ceramic tile floor looks
great, and is the most fuss-
free material one can have
underfoot. But choosing the
right design and color is
often a problem, because
today so much tile fashion
is available.
And since tile lasts and
lasts: the selection has to
be made a lot more care-
fully than when you're pick-
ing carpeting or vinyl floor-
ing.
But don't let this scare
you too much. Just follow
these common sense rules
from the Tile Council of
America:
• Anticipate decor
changes in your future. If.
for example, your present
furniture is contemporary,
but you're planning to go
provincial one of these
day's, choose a. floor tile
that'll go with both styles.
• Also anticipate the
preferences of future buyers
of your -home. So choose
fairly conservatively. Pe-
rennial ceramic tile favor-
• Here's How 
Bricks Stack Up as Backyard Built-ins
BRICK CUBES provide built-in outdoor seating bases and table support.
cover about 110 square feet - a
10-by 10-foot patio. With 1/2-inch
mortar joints, the same quan-
tity of bricks will make a larg-
er patio, 10 feet by 12 feet.
Patios, walkways and edgings
do not need mortar for per-
manence if ground is level and
you put down 2 inches of sand.
The brick can be laid quickly.
If the ground heaves because of
bad weather, a few bricks may
be removed and the sand lev-
eled and the brick replaced.
becue, built-in tables, chairs,
lounges.
A brick and mortar couch re-
quires about five rows of bricks
- three rows in the area that
would form a base for a pad or
cushion - and two extra rows
which would form ends. For a
table, a base of bricks can be
topped with glass or board
which could be stored easily. A
brick cube could be built to a
certain height and size and be
topped by cushions. A series of
such brick stacks could be
placed about a long brick base
with a top made of redwood or
other boards to make an at-
tractive dining table. -
A substantial barbecue unit
can be built without mortar,
providing the site you select is
absolutely level, brick experts
advise. A concrete slab is best
for a base. Purchase metal
cooking racks first so the bar-
becue opening can be adjusted
to the construction of a unit.
One barbecue suggested used
236 solid bricks, 3/4 by 2L4 by 8
inches, the standard size. Or
make it smaller. Put a layout
of your idea on graph paper,
and thakapplies to any project.
A strndard brick covers
about 30 square inches, a pallet
(500 bricks) placed on sand will
To make mortar for a proj-
ect, mix a small quantity at a
time so that it will not dry be-
fore you are ready to use it,
these experts advise. Enough
mortar for 40 bricks may be
made from one shovelful of
portland cement, three shovel-
fuls of sand and J.. shovelful of
hydrated lime.
Women often prefer to work
without mortar because a proj-
ect such as a patio can be done
so effortlessly. But a mortar
project can be fun, although
one must know how to use a
level before doing any per-
manent brick work.
A hideaway storehouse can
prove useful for storing cush-
ions, garden tools or whatever.
"That's a Butler building?"
Yes, that's a Butler building.
In fact, you probably see •
beautiful Butler buildings
all the time and don't know it.
Because what many people
don't realize is that we can
build you a butler building




With flat, sloped or curved
rooflines. Wood. glass, brick
or almost any exterior. One to
five stories high. You give us
your guidelines and we'll build
you a building that fits your
_needs and your budget.
You'll get the attractive
building you want, plus all the
important time and money
savings of systems construction.
„So, if you're planning a new
building, call us. The combina-
tion of our construction
know-how and the design
flexibility of Butler Building
Systems can be a beautiful
.solution to your needs.
BUILDER
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.





WHITE, BEIGE AND BROWN ceramic floor tiles,
laid in a classic aig-sag pattern, create just the right
amount of design interest in this dining room.
ites that boast great ver-
satility are square and
brick-shaped tile in neutral
colors such as white,
brown, beige, and terra-
lsotta.
• Strong. unusual colors
are fine for small surfaces
and as accents. But keep
them away from large sur-
faces in rooms where you
spend a lot of time.
• Don't be afraid to Select
those pale colors you've
always wanted underfoot.
bui *never dared pick for
practical reasons. With
wash'n'wear ceramic tile,
you can light up a floor
with anything.from snow-
white to ice blue, even if it
has to withstand the. antics
of a gang of kids.
But remember that White*
and blue tend to cool a
room, so if you want a
warmer feeling, go with a
soft yellow, or at least an -
antique white.
• Consider one of today's
colored grouts (the stuff
that goes between the tiles)




The bugs you don't see, be-
cause they are in the soil, can
be just as damaging to "your
garden as those you do see.
These insects, including cut-
worms, wireworms and white
grubs, often abound in grassy
areas, says Jim Liebherr, ex-
tension entomologist at Mich-
igan State University. He notes
also that when sod gives way to
garden, the insects adjust their
eating habits accordingly.
What is the best way to con-
trol grubs and wireworms?
Treat the whole garden area
with the insecticide diazinon.
And to protect seedlings and
transplants, make cutworm col-
lars from tuna- or similar IOW
cans with both ends cut out.
Heavy cardboard rings also
will protect, but not as well, es-
pecially with cutworms.
Liebherr reminds us that cab-
bage maggot, seed corn maggot
and onion maggot are the lar-
vae of various flies. The cab-
bage maggot feeds on the un-
derground parts of radishes,
turnips and cabbage, cauliflo-
wer and broccoli. Coni, peas
and bean seeds suffer from the
ravages of the corn maggot and
the onion maggot devours on-
ions and scallions.,
Di % transplants in a solution
of diazinon or treat planting
holes or seed furrows with the
chemicals. One way to frus-
trate the seed corn maggot is-
to wait until the soil is warm so
that corn, pea and bean seeds
germinate quickly.
While slugs are not insects:
they live in the soil and emerge
at night to eat garden plants.
Liebherr says chemical baits
are available to combat slugs
but cultural controls are better.
He advises removing mulches
that will eliminate the dark,
moist places where strOys hide
in the day. The sun will kill
slugs that crawl under boards
in the daytime if you remove
the boards.
Square Tomato
A tomato that is more square
than round has been developed
in California. What value has
it?
The new tomato (named L'('-
82 by the University of Califor-
nia-Davis) is reported hardier
and more productive than if,
round sister (or brother), and
will probably emerge .in better
condition from Mechanical har-
vesting and shipping to canner:.
because of, its shape and ri;i:
ged skin.
Agricultural researcher '))
barn Sims estitnates that 1:
duced transit 'waste alone
square-shaped .tomato
save California farmers
$20 Andiron a year.
Work on the square t,
began in 1961. Sims
_--........aramoWirsion; WI" AP* •il.
toes u
dramatizes white tile. white
light blue countrifies it.
oF. or informal decOrs.
‘ou can't go wrong with
brick-shaped floor tile in
earthen-red, antique white.
beige, and the huskiest
gold
• Black, slate-blue and
dark brown are sophisti-
cated choices for contem-
porar), and eclectic rooms.
• For very elegant rooms,
s:onsider quarry tile in•
wood tones, laid parquet
fashion: traditional medall-
ion patterns., leather
finishes, or deeply glazed
tile, in jewel tones.
• If )..ou're artistic. put
those terrific mosaic tiles to
work Use them to "paint-
a picture underfoot in. the
.hath Or to create special
pattern effects in a foyer.
• He s'hapes are particu-
larls well suited for provin-
cial rit:io ,ms.i
• ifr fond .of orna-
mental rugs, patterned up-
holster% wallcoverings, and




ideas with this earthy floor-
have to be handled like eggs."
Thus, he adds, they are in-




by Henry T. Williams (Walker
and Co., New York) is really
an old book in a new jacket,
"where the errors of former
editions have been corrected."
It was first published 105
years ago by the Ladies Floral
Cabinet Co., of New York, and
reportedly "inspired a whole
era of ferneries, filigreed plant
stands, and ornate hanging bas-
kets." The fine engravings en-
hance the soft-covered volume.
'It-strives to prove what the
original editor said: "No home
of taste is now considered com-
plete without • its window gar-
den. Indeed it may be said that
window gardening is one of the
most elegant, satisfactory, yet
least expensive of all depart-
rnents of Rural Taste."
The book is devoted to cul-
hire of flowers and ornamental
plants for indoor use and parlor
decoration.
mg material, send 50 cents
to the Tile Councirof
America, P.O. Box 2222,
Princeton. N.J. 08540.





of inquiries each month
from homeowners and
home builders regarding
roofing and siding products
and exterior maintenance
- problems. If you have a
question you'd like the ex-
perts to answer, write to
the CertainTeed Home In-
stitute, P.O. Box 860, Val-
ley Forge. Pa. 19482.
Can siding save fuel?Q. I've-heard that adding
siding to my home would
significantly reduce our util-
ity bills. Is this usually the
case?
-WA., Cherry Hill. NJ.
A. The two most popular
residing products are solid
vinyl siding and aluminum.
You probably won't see a
major shift in the energy
use patterns in yofir home
when you add aluminum
siding to it unless the con-
tractor installs insulation
underneath it. Even then,
the only time you might
find a significant change is
in a very old frame house
which has multiple. openings
in the framing and no
sidewall insulation. Re-
siding such a home helps
seal up some of these "air
leaks", to reduce the infil-
tration rate. That could save
some money for you.
There have recently been
some studies which indicate
that re-siding with solid
vinyl siding may produce
measurable energy savings
in your home. Test results
are preliminary at this time.
However, your most cost-
effective home improve-
ment to save energy is mak-
ing sure you have at least
six inches of fiber glass in-
sulation on the attic floor
and good storm windows
on the house. In your area,
we recommend nine inches
(R-30).
Write for info
For more information on
roofing, siding, or residen-
tial insulation, write to the
CertainTeed Home Insti-
tute, P.O. Box 8601 Valley
Forge. Pa. 19482. for a copy
of "Everything You Ever
Wanted to Know -Ahout
Roofing, Siding and Resi-





If you wanted to impress
someone years ago with the
luxurious character of your
home, you mentioned in an off-
hand manner that it had par-
quet floors.
Some persons weren't quite
sure what a parquet floor was,
except that it seemed to be
made of patterned hardwood
squares - which it was. Every-
body agreed the floor had a
decorative, kind of elegant ap-
pearance. The other area of
agreement was that this type of
floor was expensive.
Parquet is still the aristocrat
of flooring. While not in-
expensive by any means, it has
been brought within the price
range of most homeowners if
they are willing to do it them-
selves; that is, do the in-
stalling. Thanks to advances in
manufacturing technology, par-
quet squares are now available
that can be installed by anyone,
using either the peel-off type of
blocks or those placed innnas-
tic.
The individual squares, with
built-in designs, can be put
down over any subfloor, wheth-
er it's concrete, wood or tile.
The squares are prefinished
with a stain-resistant, strong,
exterior finish baked into the
wood grain.
Parquet blocks come in 6, 9
or I2-inch squares. Each block
is made up of several short
lengths of carefully selected
pieces, arranged in an attract-
ive pattern and held together,
at the back, by metal spines or
other fasteners.
Depending on the amount of
money you want to spend and
the time you have available,
you can purchase these squares
with a self-adhesive peel-off
back or without. The peel-offs
are a snap to install but are
more expensive. The others-are
put down with mastic spread on
the floor.
You will need enough square
footage of flooring to cover the
area plus about 8 per cent ex-
tra to allow for cutting and
patching around doorways.
You'll need one gallon of mas-
tic per 40 square feet of floor-
ing.
The biggest job in installing a
parquet floor is the prepara-
tion. The room must be cleared
of all furniture and the
baseboards removed. The sub-
floor should be free of dust, dirt
and any chemicals, such as oil
or grease. Once the decks are
cleared, you'll need to draw
some guidelines. Fir.d the cen-
ter of each of two end walls
and connect these points by
drawing a chalk line. Measure
to find the center of the chalk
line. Using a carpenter's
square and chalk, draw a line
perpendicular to your first line.
You will begin laying the
squares from this center point
and continue working out from
there.
It's a good idea to lay some
of the squares without mastic
before you begin. This will give
you an idea of how the floor is
going to look and will also help
you get the "feel" of the job
ahead. The mastic is spread
over an area of about 5 feet by
5 feet at a time. After it is
spread, it should sit for about
45 minutes to an hour until it
becomes tacky. Squares are
then put down. All blocks
should be squared up with your
chalk lines and they should all
fit snugly together_
After all the squares have
been laid, walk over the entire
floor, standing on each square
to make sure it is securely set
in the mastic. It is advisable to
wait 24 hours before moving
furniture back into the room.
(If you are a do-it-yourselfer,
you will find much valuable in-
formation in Andy Lang's hand-
book, "Practical Home Re-
pairs," available by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.) •
Kapok, popular for stuffing
furniture, was introduced by
the Netherlands at the formal
opening of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition in Chicago on
May 1, 1893.
Natural gas was first used
for illuminatioh. In 1821, it war;
piped to homes and shops in
Fredonia, N.Y., lighting a
grand total of 30 lamps.
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Majestic Fireplaces•Aluminum Awnings
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel Ky
Phone 492-8647 For free Estimates
PAINTING
Residen nal-Commercial—Interior-Ex tenor—Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters - Etc.
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
•
that • .
-••reiswier14.1_ _ ))_  
Remodeling a kitchen? Building
home? Let the Design
Specialists at Ward-Elkins plan
your new kitchen using custom
built cabinetry from Coppes-
Nappance, Merillat Or Riviera.
No matter what your style
preference might tr - Con-
temporary _ Colonial - or
Trditional, we have them all.
Chijosise from Cherry, Maple,
Pine, Pecan and Oak. Stop by
our modern showroom and
see "Quality Like It Used To
Be."
•
for a really special
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Cub Fans On Hand For
Banks' Day At Shrine
By BOB GREEN E
AP Sports Writer
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.
I AP) — "Words almost fail
here," Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn said as he introduced
Ernie Banks to an overflowing
throng that . witnessed
induction ceremonies for the
six newest members of
baseball's Hall of Fame.
''They called him 'Mr.
Cub,' Kuhn said.
No other introduction was
necessary on Monday for the
former Chicago Cubs infielder
who blasted 512 home runs in
his , 19-year major league
career.
"We got the setting
sunshine, fresh air, the team
behind us. So let's _play two,"
Banks said, eliciting a roar of
approval from the crowd
which included some 600 Cubs'
fans who had conic to this
upstate New York village in
the Adirondack Monntains.
They remembered a Babe
Ruth home- run in Yankee
Stadium, a Jackie Robinson
steal of home, a Sandy Koufax
no-hitter. Now it was Ernie
Banks entering the Hall of
Fame.
"He had the movements of a
great watch," Judy Johnson, a
Hall of Famer himself, said
about Banks. "You set it today
and it keeps perfect time.
"Banks was one of the best
baseball competitors we've
ever had. I have never heard
any bad remarks about him.
He was and is a gentleman."
The crowd in the tree-
shaded park agreed. One fan
held up a sign proclaiming
Loves Ernie"Arr.erica
Bar.as."
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were Al Lopez, Joe Sewell,
Amos Rusie, Martin Dihigo
and John Henry "Pop" Lloyd,
swelling the Hall's
membership to 163. Rusie,
Dihigo and Lloyd were
honored posthumously:
Lopez, who caught more
major league games than
anyone, was honored for his
managerial skills. In the 16
years he managed the
Cleveland Indians and
Chicago White Sox, his teams
won two American League
pennants and :finished second
10 times.
Diiigo is the first Cuban to
be enshrined in the Hall.
Accepting his plaque was his
cousin, Jose Valdivielso, a
former pitcher with the
Washington Senators. Two
men unfurled a Cuban flag
when Valdivielso approached
the podium.
John Amos Rusie accepted
for his uncle and James
Ursury of Atlantic City, N.J.,
where a baseball field is
named for Lloyd, accepted for
the former Negro League
infielder.
In the 35th annual Hall of
Fame exhibition game played
at Doubleday Field, built on
the site where the first
baseball game was reportedly
played, the Minnesota Twins
used home runs by Terry
Bulling, Lyman Bostock and
Bob Gorinski and three
innings ,of no-hit pitching by




introduced members of the
Hall of Fame who had
returned to Cooperstown:
Charley Gehringer, Bill
Terry, Joe Cronin, Bob Feller,
Luke Appling, Burleigh
Grimes, Red Buffing, Lloyd
Waner, Roy Campanella, Stan
Coveleski, Stan Musial, Rube
Marquard, Buck Leonard,
Monte Irvin, George Kelly,
Cool Papa Bell, Jocko Conlan,
Whitey Ford, Earle Averill,
Billy Herman, Judy Johnson,
Cal Hubbard, Fred Lindstrom
and Robin Roberts.
Reach Agreement
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) —
Harry Howell, general
manager of the Cleveland
Barons, says the team has
reached a verbal agreement
on a new contract with right
winger Bob Murdoch.
Murdoch, who became a
free agent after playing out
the option year of his contract,
has been a part of Cleveland's
highscoring "3-M Line," along
with center Dennis Maruk and
winger Al MacAdam, for the
past two years. Terms were
disclosed, but it is believed
Murdoch will sign a three-





By The Associated Press
Houston quarterback Dan
Pastorini didn't like it, but he
was impressed with the way
the .world champion Oakland
Raiders manhandled the
Oilers.
"Whenever you are the
Super Bowl champions you
have to go out and play with
some kind of arrogance or
confidence, whatever you
want to call it," Pastorini
said, "they have it."
''We wanted to do that,"
responded Oakland Coach
John Madden. "That's one of
the things we feel is important
— no matter what you do, you
have to play like champions."
Pastorini spent most of his
time watching from the
sidelines Monday night as the
Raiders humbled the Oilers
40-0 in the exhibition season





with his sister, Lanette Hunt,
to win the mixed doubles title
this past weekend at the
Western Kentucky Doubles
Tennis Tournament held at
Noble Park in Paducah.
Underwood-Hunt won the
championship match by
defeating Eddie Hunt and
Edwina Simmons of Murray 6-
4 and 6-2.
Underwood and Hunt were
seeded third in the tourney but
in the semifinals, upset top-
seeded Jeff Leeper and Jackie
Renaud 6-4 and 6-4. In the
other semifinal match, Eddie
Hunt and Edwina Simmons
won 7-5, 6-3 over Paul Rowton
of Paducah and April Horning
of Harrisburg.
In the women's doubles,
Mary Anne Simmons and Pat
Hammonds of Lexington took
the title by winning 7-6 and 6-1
over the Murray 'pair of Ed-
wina Simmons and Lanette
Hunt. In the semis. Simmons-
Hunt won a pair of 5-4
tiebreakers to defeat Sarah
Cox and Tammy Woodrum.
both of Frankfort.
Oakland.




"One thing I was afraid of
last week in practice came
true — we peaked too early,"
said Houston Coach Bum
Phillips. "We should have
played this game last Thur-
sday. It would have been quite
different. We lost our fire
somewhere in the air between
Houston and Oakland."
The Raiders dominated the
entire game, picking up 393
yards in total offense and 26
first downs to 142 yards and
eight first downs for the
Oilers. The only time Houston
looked at all impressive was
when third-string quarterback
Karl Douglas entered the
game in the fourth period.
While the top two Raider
quarterbacks, Ken Stabler
and Mike Rae, were
completing 13 of 22 passes for
187 yards and two touchdowns,
their counterparts on the
Oilers, Pastorini and John
Hadl, connected on only two of
14 tries for eight yards. They
were intercepted twice.
The Raider defense did not
allow Houston to mount
anything resembling a
sustained drive. Only twice in
the entire game did the Oilers
manage to get more than one
first down in a possession.
The Redskins' Mark
Moseley redeemed himself
and Joe Theismann made
Coach George Allen sit up and
take notice Monday night as
they led Washington to a
come-from-behind 16-14
National Football League
preseason victory over the
Cleveland Browns.
Moseley, a six-year veteran,
missed a conversion try and
two field goal attempts before
connecting on a 29-yardet with
just 17 seconds remaining in
the game.
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
'Italian Spaghetti
Special 99 InsideWith Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on DiningCombination Salad (with meal) OnlyI Super Special icor Kids
Spaghetti and Salad 1/2 Price 1
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
















The annual Racer Kickoff
Barbecue is set for 6:30. ph
Saturday in Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The purpose of the dinner is
to welcome back to Murray
the MSU football squad and
the parents of the players.
Already, many of the parents
have indicated they will be
coming to Murray for the
dinner and this will be an
excellent opportunity for the
fans to mingle with both
parents and players.
The tickets for the barbecue
are three dollars per person.
They may be purchased fr.-,in
any Big M Club member
Also, tickets may be pur-
chased from the following
persons at the following
business establishments:
Tommy Rushing at the Rank
of Murray, Ray Brownfield at
People's Bank and Bobby
















Theismann, the No. 2
quarterback behind Billy
Kilmer, directed the Redskins
on the winning drive after
Browns' rookie punter Greg




Washington, connected on 16
'of 24 passings attempts for 185
yards, including a seven-yard
touchdown toss to Jean
Fugett, after relieving Kilmer
in the second period.
The Browns grabbed a 7-0
lead in the first period as
starting quarterback Brian
Sipe capped a 52-yard drive
with a five-yard scoring toss to
Paul Warfield. But
Washington came back with a
pair of second-period
touchdowns, a two-yard burst
by Calvin Hill and
Theismann's toss to Fugett.
Cleveland took the second
half kickoff and marched 69
yards for its second
touchdowh, this one coming on
a four-yard run by Cleo Miller.
Young Jack Nicklaus Should




(AP) — Pretty Barbara
Nicklaus fastened herself into
the seat of the trans-
continental jet flying her from
her Florida home to the
Pacific Coast and talked
enthusiastically about her two
golfing men.
"We're all excited about
young Jackie," she said,
referring to the eldest of the
Nicklaus brood-15 year-old
Jack II. "You know, he will be
trying to qualify for the
National Amateur at San Jose
next Monday."
It's a big week ahead for the
Nicklauses and Barbara now
fiuds herself with a double
rooting interest.
Jack, the world's best
golfer, will be going for his
fifth ICA championship and
-another major golfing crown
at Pebble Beach, starting
Thursday.
Then—win, lose or draw—he
and Barbara will sweat out
Jackie's qualifying efforts at
San Jose.
"I was sitting in the
clubhouse watching Jack and
Jackie come up to the 18th
fairway at Muirfield,"
Barbara said, referring to
Jack's hand-fashioned course
in Columbus, Ohio, "And I had
to smile. Jackie pointed to
Jack's ball and said, 'Pop your
away."
A stringy six-footer, taller
than his dad, Jackie is
considered an outstanding
prospect. It appears we may
be reading Jack Nicklaus
headlines for the next 20
years.
When he was playing in the
British Open at Turnberry,
Scotland, a month ago, the
elder Nicklaus became so
interested in talking about his
son's golfing proclivities that
he subordinated his own.
That didn't keep him from
shooting final rounds of 65-66
in the fierce stretch duel with
the ultimate tournament
winner, Torn Watson.
Young Jackie, like his
father, is a golfing protege. A
fine, smooth striker of the
ball, he already is battling
championship courpes with
rounds in the low 70s.
If his present enthusiasm
and determination continue,
he will, the experts insist, be
another champion.
"We never tried to push
Jackie, or any of the other
children, into golf," Barbara
said. "In fact, if anything,
both Jack and I bent over
backwards for fear that any of
them might feel we were




Steve, 14; Nancy Jean, 12;
Gary (named for Gary
Player) 8; and Michael, 4. All
show aptitude in
sports—baseball, basketball
and tennis. Nancy Jean is a
budding gymnast.
Jack, the pappa bear, was
beating the best men players
in Ohio when he was 16. He
won the first of his two
national amateur crowns at
age 19 and was 22, a tour
rookie, when he beat Arnold
Palmer in a playoff at
Oakmont, Pa., for the U.S.
Open crown in 1962.
He continues to rewrite the
record book and there is no
indication that at age 37 he is
ready to yield his mantle to
anyone else—even to the 27-
year-old Tom Watson, who has
beaten him this year in both
the Masters and British Open.
A victory at Pebble Beach
this week would put him even
with the great Walter Hagen
in PGA titles: five. Then he
could go after a record five
U.S. Opens (Willie Anderson,
Bob Jones and Ben Hogan had
four each), and add to his five
Masters and two British
Opens.
By that tine there should be






Custom Truck Frame Work
Truck And Diesel Shop
Jim McRoberts • Ron Cathey
64. N. at .eedwa 75.3-8521
SAVE WITH SECURITY
EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...G1VING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!
Passbook Accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum.










12 OR 24 MONTH
CERTIFICATES





6.98% Effective 7.79% Effective
Annual Yield Annual Yield
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SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
Soon to be at Johnson and Whitnell Ave. in Murray
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MOST OUTSTANDING SQUAD-The East Calloway varsity cheerleaders were chosen as the
most outshining varsity squad at the COS cheerleading clinic which was conducted recently by
the Laker cheerleaders. Standing left to right are Christi Hale, Karen Wilson, Melonie Miller, Jen-
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OUTSTANDING JAYVEE SQUAD-111e East Calloway jayvee cheerleaders were chosen as Hie
most outstanding junior varsity squad in the recent CCHS chierleodisig clinic. Standing left to
right are Sharon Williams, Jane Walloons, Gins Kirk, Korea Travis and Debbie Walker. On top are
run. Mausolea, Nancy Mier and Michelle Miller. Radii Elkins was not present for the picture.
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WINS AWARD-Jill Darnell, a varsity cheerleader for East
Calloway, was presented a trophy at the recent Calloway
County High School dieerleoding clinic. Miss Darnell won the
trophy for her outstanding performance in gymnastics and
jumps.
Fregosi Keys Pirates




certainly have given Jim
Fregosi his money's worth,
both as a player and a "fan."
"This team gives you a little
heart flutter now and then,"
says Fregosi, "-but it's
exciting to watch them hit."
Fregosi's pleasure is
doubled when he is directly
involved in the Pirate
electricity, like Monday night
when he keyed a ninth-inning
rally that provided Pittsburgh
with a dramatic 7-6 victory
over the Chicago Cubs.
Dodgers 4, Reds 0
romrny John hurled a two-
hitter and slugged his first
National League home run as
Los Angeles defeated
Cincinnati. Reggie Smith also
hit his 20th homer as the
Dodgers widened their lead to
12'2 games over the Reds in
the NI, West.
John, 13-4. won his seventh
straight decision,- allowing
only an infield single in the
second inning by George
Foster and a two-base hit in
the third by Ken Griffey. The
Los Angeles lefthander retired
the final 16 batters.
John hornered off loser Paul
Moskau, 2-3, in the third
inning with nobody on base.
Cardinals 4, Mets 2
Ken Reitz' home run with
two on in the ninth inning led
St. Louis over New York.
Jerry Koosman, 8-12, had
limited St. Louis to five hits in
eight innings before the Cards
broke through in the ninth.
Gary Templeton singled to
left to start the inning and was
sacrificed to second by Hector
Cruz. Koosman intentionally
walked Ted Simmons and the
runners moved up to second
and third on a ground ball by
Keith Hernandez. Reitz then
hit one of Koosman's pitches
over the left field fence.
Expos 6,Padres 5
Warren Cromartie's RBI
single in the eighth inning led
Montreal over San Diego.
Chris Speier had drawn a one-
out walk from Padre reliever
Bob Shirley, 6-15, and was
awarded second base on a
balk before pinch-hitter Jose
Morales flied out. Dave Cash
was then walked intentionally
to get to Cromartie, but the
rookie foiled the Padres' plans
with his single.
Don Stanhouse, 8-8, picked
up the victory with two innings
of relief. Joe Kerrigan pitched
the ninth inning and earned




Includes 21 Shrimp, french fries, hush puppies, oruon
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Rangers Execute Triple Play,
Win Pair Of Games Over A's
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
"It was just a perfect triple
play ball," said Toby Harrah.
So the Rangers' third
baseman grabbed Manny
Sanguillen's grounder,
stepped on third and fired to
Bump Wills at second. Wills
then flipped the ball to Mike
Hargrove at first fdr the first
triple play in Texas' six-year
history as the Rangers swept
two games from Oakland 5-2.
and 3-0 Monday night.
The triple play came in the
nightcap and helped Roger
Moret post his second victory
without a loss this season.
Moret hurled hitless ball for
62-3 innings before Jim
Tyrone singled to center.
Harrah had an otherwise
harrowing night. He was




Any sixth, seventh or eighth
grade boy interested in par-
ticipating in football at East
Calloway Elementary should
report to the school Saturday.
The meeting is set for 10
a.m.
All youngsters should have a
physical exam as soon as
possible.




By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
. . W ... L... Pct.... GB
Phila 64 44 .593 -
Chicago 63 46 .578 1'2
Pitts 63 48 .568 2'2
S Louis 62 50 .554 4
Montreal 52 58 .473 13
N York 46 62 .426 18
West
Los Ang 68 43 .613
Cinci 55 55 .500 121/2
Houston 52 60 .464 161/2
S Fran 50 61 .450 18
S Diego 48 67 .417 22
Atlanta 40 69 .367 27
Monday's Games
Montreal 6, San Diego 5
Pittsburgh 7, Chicago 6
St. Louis 4, New York 3
Los Angeles 4, Cincinnati 0
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Diego (Freisleben 4-5) at
Montreal ( Twitchell 2-7 )
Chicago (Burris 10-11) at
Pittsburgh ( Reuss 7-101, (-n)
St. Louis I Denny 7-31 at New
York ( Espinosa 5-8), (n
Houston (J. Niekro 7-3 and
Pentz 3-1 ) at San Francisco
Barr 10-8 and Knepper 4-6k, 2,
(t-n
Cincinnati Capilla 3-41 at
Los Angeles ( Rau 12-21, In )
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis at New York ,
Montreal at Philadelphia, 2,
t-n
Chicago at Pittsburgh, In)
Atlanta at San Diego, 2, It-n)











W L Pct. GB
Boston 64 43 .598 -
Balt 62 47 .569 3
N York 60 49 .550 5
Detroit 49 59 .454 15'2
Milwkee 49 63 .441 17'2
Cleve 46 61 .430 18
Toronto 38 70 .352 26'
West
64 44 .593
65 47 580 1
62 47 .569 21 2
61 47 .565 3
54 54 .500 10
48 65 .425 18'2
42 68 .382 23
Monday's Games
California 6-7, Kansas City 4-2
Texas 5-3, Oakland 2-0
Baltimore 6, Cleveland 3
Detroit 6, Milwaukee-1
Chicago 5, Seattle 4
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee ( Travers 3-5 and
Slaton 8-101 at Detroit ( Rozema
11-4 and Sykes 2-4 (.2, ( t-n
Minnesota( Thomodsgard8-8
at Toronto (Jefferson 6-121, In)
Cleveland (Fitzmorris 3-61 at
Baltimore (Grimsley 9-6), ( n )
Seattle ( Wheelock 6-7 or Pole
7-71 at Chicago Stone 11-71, n
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Seattle at Baltimore, (n )
California at Boston, (n)
Oakland at New York, In )
Milwaukee at Detroit, In)
Cleveland at Chicago, (n)
Kansas City at Texas, In)
Only games scheduled
Crossword Puzzler










worship made a will 53 ocean
23 Stop 39 The 55 Room in?
24 Killed SWeetSOP -u.harem .26 Afternoon 41 tieavertiy 56 Small lump
party body 59 A slate
27 King of birds 44 Transactions tabor i
Oakland pitcher Jim
limbarger, a former Ranger,
in the first game and was
ejected.
Blyleven threw a fivellitter
in the first contest. Dave May
and Claudell Washington each
homered for the Rangers'
offense in the second game.
The sweep gave Texas 25
triumphs in its last 31 games
and moved the Rangers to
within 242 games of first-place
Chicago in the AL West.
Elsewhere in the American
League, California took a pair
from Kansas City, winning the
opener 6-4 and taking the
nightcap 7-2, Chicago nipped
Seattle 5-4, Baltimore
defeated Cleveland 6-3 and
Detroit topped Milwaukee 6-1.
Angels 6-7, Royals 4-2
The Angels' doubleheader
sweep broke a five-game
Kansas City victory streak
and gave the Angels a six-
game winning skein, their
longest of the season.
California also reached the
.500 mark.
Bobby Bonds hit his 27th
homer and sixth in seven
games in the nightcap. Nolan
Ryan won his 16th game, tops
in the majors, in the opener
and Gil Flores collected three
doubles to help the Angels
sweep
White Sox 5, Mariners 4
Chicago moved one-game
ahead of idle Minnesota when
Lamar Johnson smacked a
one-out home run in the ninth
inning to beat Seattle. It was
Johnson's second homer of the
game and gave rookie Randy
Wiles his first major league
.. triumph.
Seattle had rallied to tie the
game in the top of the inning
when Carlos Lopez tripled and
Bob Stinson singled him home.
Oscar Gamble's 21st home run
of the season, a career-high,
had put the White Sox in front
4-3 in the seventh.
Orioles 6, Cleveland 3
Clutch relief pitching by
Dennis Martinez helped the
Orioles break a three-game
losing streak while extending
Cleveland's losing string to
five.
Martinez, 10-6, twice left the
bases loaded in pitching 41-3
innings of relief.
Larvell Blanks had five hits,
including three doubles, in the
contest, whieli saw Baltimore
move within three games of
idle Boston in the AL East.
TiallafipPemers 1
Jason Thompson's 19th
home run, a long blast off the
facing of the third deck in
Tigers' Stadium, led the
Detroit victory. The Tigers
scored five times in the second
inning, with a two-run single
by Rusty Staub the key hit.
Jim Crawford, 4-4, started
his first game of the season
and scattered 10 hits before




- rookie punter Bob Bialik, a
10th round draft choice,
became the Cincinnati
Bengals first cut of training
camp Monday.
Bialik, from Hillsdale,
Mich., College, was released
on waivers. He punted six
times for a 28 yard average in
the Bengals 23-20 National
Football League preseason
game loss to the Green Bay
Packers Saturday night. The
move left the Bengals with 55
players. The roster has to be
cut to 52 by Aug. 30.
sports
Miierray Ledger & Times
Murcer's Performance
Made Day For Youngster
CALUMET CITY, Ill. ( AP) - Scott Crull can't shout and
holler over the little he has to be joyous about. But what
Bobby Murcer did for him Monday night over national
television was "the best thing of my life."
What Murcer did was fulfill a wish from the seriously ill
boy earlier Monday-and then some. The Chicago Cubs right
fielder had told him he would try to hit a home run and a
double; he delivered two homers. The bombs came during a
game between the Pittsburgh Pirates and Murcer's- and
Scott's-Cubs.
"It was obvious from his smile, Scott was pleased about
it," said Mrs. Dwight Crull, mother of the 12-year-old, after
the second of Murcer's solo blasts. "He can't holler and yell
like other kids because his lungs are affected.
"Bobby Murcer is sure putting on a show for him."
After the game, she added, "He just said, 'I guess that
one's for me.' He was a little thrilled about that. It just meant
everything to him. He's a little short of breath and he can't
yell and holler."
In his first two times at bat against the Pirates, Mercer
drove a pair of solo home runs over the right-field wall off
Pirate pitcher Bruce Kison.
In the locker room before the game, Murcer had talked by
telephone with the bedridden youth. The call came about
after a friend of the youth's family contacted Buck Peden,
the Cubs' publicity director. Murcer had never met the
youth.
Scott's mother said her son, the youngest of four boys and a
girl, has been ill for three years and has "been doctored" for
the last month. He's "always been a Cub fan-I am too," -
Mrs. Crull said.
"He's liked Murcer a lot, ancl has liked other players over
the years," including former Cub greats Ernie Banks and
Ron Santo, she said.
"It's wonderful that he got to talk to one of the players, and
by Murcer hitting the home nins...he was thrilled."
Murcer, however, denied he made an outright promise to
Crull, as ABC had reported during the game.
"I didn't promise him anything," Murcer said somberly
after the game, which the Cubs lost 7-6 on a ninth-inning rally
by Pittsburgh.
"He said something about a home run, and I said I'd try,
but I'd be lying if I said I made any promises," added
Murcer, who went 3-for-4 with two solo home runs and a
single.






I'VE MET THE MOST
WONDERFUL GIRL IN
THE WORLD!
ALL Mq LIFE I'VE
FELT UNSETTLED...




Ethan Allen Dining Sets
At Very Special Savings!
Graceful scalloped edges and •
turned spoonfmtlegs lend a
traditional flavor to a handsome
54" table with easy-care Formica °
plastic top that extends to 84" to
seat ten! Comfortable Gove,rnor
Bradford chairs completeThe
group in Nutme7gfinish.
Come on over to our house and
furnish your house, your was.
Save now on Ethan Allen!
Heirloom
Table and 4 Chairs,
Sale '399" Reg. $489.50
• ail
Storewide Summer Sale Now In Progress . . .
Old Tavern Trestle
Table and Four Chairs,
Sale $4995° neg. A597.50
UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS
CARRIA
ETHAN AWE'S RNITI. RE
Temporary Location .. :115 North
: •
. Paducah. lientuckv Phone 442-0979
-
••
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West of Hazel. Turn
west on State Line
Road at Hazel, go 5'2
miles. Turn left at sign
and go 1 mile.
•
HOUSE FOR lease.






that hath an ear, let him
hear what the spirit
sayeth unto the chur-
ches; to him that
overcometh will I give to
eat of the hidden manna,
and will give him a
white stone, and in this
stone a new name
written, which no man
knoweth saving he that
receiveth it."
Revelations 22:12,
"And, behold, I come
quickly; and my reward
is with me, to give every
man according as his
work shall be." You are
invited to our Bible






Holman Jones, 21'7 South
13th, phone 753-3128
C.OL6R PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking






Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Nights after 7 p.m. 753-
9514.




who hit the White 1977
Chevrolet Impala in the
hospital parking lot
please contact Shannon
. Ellis, at 753-5886.
BRING YOUR friends
and enjoy the beautiful
scenery and good food at
Cypress Springs
Restaurant overlooking
' beautiful Ky. Lake.
Closed Mondays. Call
436-5496.
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to thank
all the friends and
neighbors for their
expressions of sym-
pathy during the passing
of our husband and
brother-in-law, Jack
Healy. Special thanks to.
Bro. Garland and Miller
Funeral Home. May
God bless each of you.




part time, will train.
Send resume to Ledger
and Times, Box 32G.
NEED PART TIME cook
and waitress, also ac-
cepting applications for
management trainees.
Apply in person Long
John Silvers, 711 South
12th.
6 Help Wanted
WE WANT an aggressive,
hard-working Used Car
Manager to lead our
troops in emptying the
whole lot. Swiftly. Know
current car market
values.. and personnel,
too" Here's a long-
range, high-return way
























Send resume to P.O. Box
32J. Murray, Ky.
BABYSITTER, 2 days a
week for 3'2 year old in




LPN TWO evenings and
two nights a week. LPN
from H p.m.-7 a.m.
Maplewood Farms












Personal interyoory only Must
be it years of age or over
510 Main
6 Help Wanted












COOK. Apply at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Drive,
between 9 and 5.
FULL TIME motel maid.




perience in clerical and
light bookkeeping
needed. Send resume to









Engineering, Inc., P. 0.










velopes. Send a self-
addressed stamped
envelope to Fischer






Ovrvi Your Own Bosinosst Arm
Distributor for Rand McNally
Maps. N. Sorvico
tstoilish•d occooats. In-
vestment $2,500 to $11,500
searrsd by invorrtory sad
sispipaiont. Write, Ida&
mase, address, telephone and
tire* rolorostcos to Personnel
Director, MARCO, 3/21 Mont.
dair Rd., Ilidningbam, Al.
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10 Bul, Iltss Opportunity
YOUNG PROGRESSIVE
professional office needs
key person with ability









Sales over $100,000 year.
Contact Byerfinder,
Sikeston, MO.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after. 5,
443-8515.
WANT TO BEA used air
conditioner Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WANTED - Ciooa used
tent that will sleep 8. call
436-2220.
15 Articles For Sale
USED 96 INCH, 110 watt
flourescent bulbs,
guaranteed to work, 25
cents each. Big K, call
753-8777.
PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers Shells 2




sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
WESTINGHOUSE
washer and dryer, 72
Yamaha cycle.
Wurlitzer organ, baby




pre cooking, no pealing.
Does a bushel in 30
minutes. $19.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
THREE BOYS suits, like
new.
6346
Size 18. Call 753-
BABY BED, mattress, 2
training chairs,.bath tub
and boys 12" trail bike.
Call 753-3969.
200 AMP mobile home,
utility pole complete.
Also 3 hurricane straps







are like new. Sizes birth
through 2 Toddler. Call
after 4 p. m. 436-2215.
ONE repossessed GE
6,000 'BTU air con-
ditioner. $14.00 per
month WAC, for more
information call 753-
0595.
ONE repossessed GE 17"
color TV $14.00 per
month WAC. For in-
formatiOn call 753-0596.
LAST GE :0.000 BTU air
conditioner in stock,
$18.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0597.
 - - 
SHINGLES113.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5 00 Plywood 34"
at $9.00 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets nver 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spin41,5 at 5 cents
per inch Paint.
Styofnam usulation -
,•!" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stai'es at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting it $10.00. Steel
pipe' several sizes at 15
cents a lb closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 curds per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for a%erige trailer
$60.00. Hoss Si Tuck
Salvage Wise, Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-5R7-2420. Open
15 Articles For Sale
USED WELL pump and
tank cover. Fully in-
sulated. Used
galvanized steel roofing








folding ping pong table,
$20. 8" black and white
TV, $40. Basketball goal,
backboard, and post.
$20. Antique wood bed,
make offer. 20" rotary
mower motor, good.
Needs housing, $10. Call
753-0476.
-.La--
SORRY SAL is now a
merry gal. She used




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
PANTS AND TOPS, size
16. $3.00 each. Call 753-
1733.
NEED AN EXTRA bed?
Sturdy and good con-
dition hide-a-bed couch,
$75. Wing back chair,




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
ONE USED white heavy
duty Westinghouse
washer and dry. $5.00





$35. Double bed frame,





years old. Call 75,1011., 
after 4 p. m.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES







209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
61.70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Free lessons in
all needlearts. Time:
Monday thru Saturday
10 a.m. to 9 -p.m.,
Sunday 1-9. .
19 Farm Equipment
8N FORD, good shape.
Must sell. Call 753-6343.
WILL DO COMBINE







after 5 p. m.
8 FT. BRUNSWICK pool
table, excellent con-
dition. $200. Tape player





Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky.
23 Exterminating
• 97 FREE 1,,Termite I
Inspection
CerviNKI Cy PA
A word Costly NORM Repot,
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
N. 011,00111 olooreetei over 20
pews De frof sip en, casirert oirff Fob





LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write
Edward Ipock Route 2,
Providence, Ky. Phone
249-3019 or 667-5030.
1972 DATSUN, 4 door,
46,000 miles and air. 1916
watches close face, 20
year cases - Elgin.




$20. Round braided rug,
7 x 7. Microscope, buffet
and queen chair, piano
stool. Mans cluster
diamond, $85. Call 753-
8049.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.









ONE repossessed GE 25"
color console TV, $19.00




console stereos with am-
Jim Aim) 8 track ar
turntable in excel' it
shape. $15.00 per n ath
WAC. For infort Ation
call 753-0595.
40 CHANNEL CB base
station, like new. With
power mike and an-
tenna. $275. Call 753-
6091.
27 Mobile Home Sales





see to appreciate. Call
753-9785.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. 
in. •
1973 14 x 12 DOLPHIN




gas. Call 753-7360 or 753-
6832 after 5.
12 x 60 2 bedroom mobile
home on acre lot. Near
East Elementary.
Excellent condition.
$8500. Call 753-0827 or
4:36-2130.





be seen in Murray. Call
1-395-4979 after 5 p.m.




1973 12 x 65 Vindale with
large expando, super
condition. See at Riviera
Courts or call 753-3280,
before 5, or 436-5524
fter 6
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12. x 60 TRAILER. All
electric with air con-
dition. On lakefront lot.
$65 month. Call 436-2427.
FOUR MILES east of
TENOR AND AETO . Murray, 110 per month
Saxophone. Like- new. plus deposit. Call 753-
--.;.-"Assuirlar•maw•-- •._ .
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
FOR SALE OR RENT
4000 sq. ft. office and
warehouse. Will finance
for qualified buyer. Call
753-7244 after 6 p. m.
OFFICE SPACE con-
sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and




trailer. In or near town.
Call 753-0867.
































$100. 6 Weeks old. Call
753-9218.
ARC REGISTERED
Dachshund, 7 weeks old,
male, $65. Call 753-8706.
40 Produce
APPLES, Grimes golden.
You pick. Call 753-3536.
41 Public Sales
MOVING SALE - 207 So:
12th - Riding mower 1




set with 4 chairs; 2
Spanish end tables with
matching coffee table
with barbecue pit; 1
octagon shaped








- slacks 34W 32 W sport








and Saturday. Call 1-247-
0166 for pickup. Yard
sales welcome. Highway






fdrniture and toys, lots
of Avon. 94 East turn
right at Whites Electric
and follow the signs.
GARAGE SALE - We're
moving. Furniture,
clothes, small ap-
pliances, radios, lots of
junk. Friday, and
Saturday. 1l02-Meadow
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1061
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approximately 35
acres tendable. Call 489-
2131.
100' x 360' LOTS - Two
adjoining level lots on
US-641 South, near
Green Plains Road.
$2650 each. Call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744,
BI-LEVEL BRICK with 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, large




trees and lovely land-
scaped lawn. We also
have a neat white
stucco. .10 minutes from








WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available ' including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our.
water front lots right on
the lake. John C. f,
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 4:









dable acres. Also 25- ;
ACRES with over 1300
feet of highway frontage
and priced at $15,000.
THREE BEDROOM I
brick home and 23 acres,
priced in the 40's and a
good buy.
ANOTHER CHOICE
LISTING - 3 bedroom
home and 12 acres.
Located 7'2 miles -froric:,Z.
Murray. Large pole .;."
barn on property and all
acreage fenced. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for information on
all our farm listings.
PRICE REDUCED $3,000













This 4 bedroom brick is located on a nice quiet
street just a block from the campus. It has 2 full
baths, radiant ceiling heat and 7 closets, drapes.
Hera is -a good sized house and priced right at
$30,000.
her imsdisessis ohms aplIredisted at ROBERTS MALTY.
NOVI Men 753-074 PSI 1116111011 041174 BSA USW 753-4911
tat 1011115 436-5451 INKS EOM 751-1411 MI NB 753-4111
PATSY ISIS 7511370 IC.CUE 753-Sin sio 585 753011
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4 3 Real Estate
$1,080.08 OFF -Good buy
at original price, but a
$1,000.00 reduction
makes it a real bargain.
Owner is leaving
Murray and wants a
buyer now. A 3 bedroom,
2 full baths, washer and





Over 1500 ft. of living
area for only $30,000.00.
Call Koppernd Realty
753-1222 now for more
information.
BOAT-A-LOT? BUY A
LOT! This is one of the
few good Ky. Lake
waterfront lots left. It
has approximately 160
ft. of water frontage
with good year round
water depth. Beautifully
wooded and just off
paved road, owner has






THERE ARE trailers and
then there are trailer
homes. This is as fine as
you'll ever see. Huge 14'
x 70' Windsor custom
built only 2 months old.
Extra heavy insulation,
central electric air and
heat, 2 large bedrooms




New deep well. 40' TV
tower. Wooded double
lot in Crappie Hollow.
All priced below cost.
You must see this one.











is for the person that is
looking to the future.




LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 312





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.







46 Homes For Sale
NEARLY FINISHED
house in country on 3
acres. 6v2 miles S. E. of
-Murray. Good potential,
must sell. Best offer
over, $6,500. Call 436-
2173.
PRICE REDUCED' - 9
year old, 2 story, 3,000
plus square feet, 17





baths, carpet, 2 out-
buildings, fenced
pasture and hog pen. See
to appreciate. 7 miles











One of the Purchase Areas most progressive ac-
counting firms is seeking a person with a high
degree of secretarial and bookkeeping skills.
Position reports directly to manager of operations.
Some college and practical experience helpful.
Downtown location, paid parking, employee
benefits program.
Please send resume, handwriting sample and
particulars to L McWherter, Office Manager.
Tom E. Shirley CPA, 509 Main Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071
46 Homes Fur ..,a•(•
FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
brick and stone. Four
miles North on US 641.
Shown by appointment.
Call 753-5288.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
PI bath, family room-
kitchen, wall to wall
carpet, 3 walk-in closets,
economical gas central
heat, central air with
thermostatically







house located close to
schools. Well planned




room and living room.
2'2 baths, patio and
garage. Call 753-3903.




Large 3 and 4 bedroom.
Fine quality. Will
consider a trade to help
with financing. Call 753-
3672.









1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand




A 2 bedroom cottage on 125' X 140' lot at Crappie
Hollow. Has extra septic tank and electric post
for visitors trailer. Carpeted throughout in-
cluding the large enclosed porch. has washer,
dryer, range and refrigerator included for the
price of $23,000.00. •
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Pitons 753-7724
Member ef Mittiple listings
Guy Spam, 733-2587 teals* Baker, 753-2409
lack Perm'', 753-8961 Prontke Dunn, 7515725
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975




bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
1976 550 FOUR Honda
with extras. A-1 con-
dition. 4500 actual miles.
Best offer. Can be seen
at 1634 Hamilton.
1974 HONDA 100 CC trail
bike. Good condition.
Will sell or trade for
older car or truck. Call
759-1054.
1971 HONDA 750. Custom
paint. Harley tire and
wheel. Lots of extras.
8825. Call 753-8445.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD FUTURA, 4






Priced to sell. Call 753-
1586 or 753-8590 after 5.
1968 CAMARO, $650. Can




and air. Rocket wheels,
new tires, new air
shocks. Good clean car.
Call 489-2188 after 5 p.
m.
1964 CORVAIR Monza
coupe. Four on the floor.
Ideal for restoration.
Runs well. One owner
with original sticker. A
real collectors item. Call
753-7431.
• Want
The Classified Ad section
having a sale on classified
1977. The. Sale is open
classified page, small




...No rebate will be
All Standard
And Classified
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S. condition. $2695. Call
437-4155.
okirrt.4,e4w1...* ,k
DON'T KNOW IF THI5 IS A WATER-
GATE SEQUEL, 13UT-HEIS GOT A
ST. • STUDDED CAST."
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1976 1-2 TON Chevy
• Silverado with air and
power, CB, paneled and
carpeted topper. Plus
lots of extras. $4750. Call
759-1208.
1949 112 TON Ford truck
for sale. Excellent
condition. Call 753-4590
or can be seen at 1001
Glendale.
1977 DATSUN. Someone
reliable to take over
payments. Can be seen
at Beal Carburator
Service.
1975 VW with sun roof,
new tires, new valve job.





Super clean. Joy to
drive, $4750 firm. Call
753-6202 after 4.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent .shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
'Call- 753-5206.
1973 DODGE, 4 wheel
drive, 34 ton truck. Call
753-5532.
.0976 WHITE ON white
Cutlass Supreme. Call
753-6608 after 5 p. m.




1966 Buick Skylark. Call
753-8424 after 4 p.m.
1974 VEGA Hatchback in
good condition. Can be





or 753-9828 after 5:30
p.m.
1971 DODGE van, low
mileage. Call 1-527-8551.
1971 V.W. Super Beetle,
tan, with air con-
ditioning, very good
condition. 6,000 miles on
rebuilt engine done by
Pearson's Enterprises
in Murray. NADA'S blue
book price, $1275.00. Our
price, $1,100.00 or best
offer. Call 753-0797. •
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 BUICK Electra, fully
equipped, loaded. Open





steering and brakes. Tilt
wheel. Cruisamatic,




1977 TOYOTA Celica -







924-5421 at Round Oak
















One owner. Call 753-
9240.
1971 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville. Nice and priced




Body a little rough. $350.
Call 753-9992.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1956 Chevrolet 327.300
has new motor. Four
speed transmission, new
raised white letter tires,
super trick wheels, new
air shocks. Call 492-8322.
1971 FORD TORNIO 580.
Two door hardtop,
power and air, low
mileage. Local car, A-1
condition. Call 489-2141.
1950 PLYMOUTH 4 door.
In -good condition and
very nice. Call 345-2601
after 5 p. m.
4971 TORINO GT. Power
1960 FORD pick-up, 6 cyl. steering, air, 2 door
straight shift $275.00. hardtop. Dark Green.





Located in Calloway Co. just north of Blood River •
Over 300 lots • Already plotted and recorded • Lake
access • Rood already constructed but needs im-
provement • Over 90% of lots ore wooded • Groat in-
vestment opportunity end development Potential •
Price $49,000.
Call Owen,






between Sand 7p. m.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
25 FT. TRAVEL trailer,








actually large enough to
live in. Only been used
10 to 12 times and only as
a camper. $3500 about







trailer. 18', tandem axle,
self contained, sleeps 6.
Excellent condition.












NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call







coating and repairs_ For
estimates call 753-1537.
L&M BlacktopPing, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
ELECTRICAL WIRING






ficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
WILL HAUL LIME or













steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in' the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July

















437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 4544138.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons .Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2264.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,




436-2712 after 6 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
DUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-









Floonid, reedy to oss. Or bey • SAW arid me. Couplets and
ready to assemble 515 ipso 24160 standard, his will prwe oilli
Routed. Shop du root Won coast to Costae Sent and bey thi heel
f.r CUSTOM BURT P*OTASU 111111.0INGS 753411114 
Time For A Change?
Country Icing only 2 miles from Murray in this 3
bedroom home with large den and fireplace.




















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.








exterior. Also dry wall





notliod aims carpets as...
EA* T -
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and




a fraction Of the cost
( YOU SAVE UP TO
OSA PER ROOM)
Itont for why $12.110 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store
IhrlAir Draw 711-1442
51 Serv Les Offered
FENCE SALES at &tack
now. Call Doug Taylor:
at 753-1310 for free::
estimates for your:
needs.
WILL SIT or stay with












Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and wi
will clean the hallwa3t
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' i
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
53 Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW, 1 bale.
or 500. Clovis and Jackie
Byerly, Route 6




grey and white male
kitten, one black female.
Call 753-8761.
MEDIUM SIZE female
dog, less than 1 year old.
Part Border Collie. Call
753-4348 after 5 p.m.
FREE SMALL puppies to
be given away. Call 753-
3484.
SIX WEEK old half
shepherd half collie






without chainicals, poisons, sprays or electrocution:
Pestolite is tne only
directional pest Control device
available it draws bugs
away trom where you are
playing Swimming, etc A
patented aefochnamic flow
propels bugs onto Me base trap









se, o Tura, hapsni.dess
never touch • bug
•••••Ps.
Chestnut St , Murray
This Home on 4 Acres
If you want one of the finer homes in the area,
see this tri-level 4 bedroom, 2 baths home near
Elementary School, on high school bus route and
4" minutes from University. This home is
beautifully decorated throughout with large
living room, dining room, kitchen, breakfast
nook and 13' x 26' recreation room with built-in
book shelves, fireplace and sliding doors to patio.
Many more amenities.
2 bedroom Abuse with basement and garage on
school bus route. Extra lot 140' X 180' 4 miles
from Murray on route 121. Plenty of garden
space or a place for that pony for the children.
Let us show this today. Low 20's.
More than 100 choice building lots at popular
prices. Located in various parts of Calloway
County. Residential and commerical. The
present prices cannot be guaranteed in-
definietely. Get your lot now.
3 Bedroom brick home 3 miles from downtown
Murray in good subdivision. Large lot, nice
wood-frame storage building. If you like the out-
doors with city conveniences . Call us for ap-
pointment:Priced in 30's.
A going business, grocery store restaurant and
gas station. Located Smiles from Murray on 121.
Building has apartment upstairs. Grounds
suitable for mobile home hook-up. Can be pur-
chased with or without a mobile home Call for
details.
-
Ready to move into, Mobile home and furniture.
Excellent condition, furnishing like new. Large
lot, 14 miles off route 280. Must be seen to be ap-
preciated. Priced to sell.
















Paschall died Monday at five
p. in. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 89
years of age and a resident of
Route Two. Puryear, Tn.
The deceased was a
member of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church. She and her
husband, Hafford, who sur-
vives, were married January
10, 1910. Born December 9,
1887, in Henry County, Tn., she
was the daughter of the, late
John Nance and Elizabeth
Paschall Nance.
Mrs. Paschall is survived by
her husband; five daughters,
Mrs. Shannon ( Viva ) Ellis and
Mrs. Frank (Elizabeth )
Dalton, both of Murray, Mrs.
William (Oweda) Osborn,
Clearwater, Fla., Mil. Wade
i Mary Ella Darby, Nash-
Ville, Tn., and Mrs. George
I Phyllis) Smith, Wessenburg,
Germany; five sons, Forrest
and Pat Paschall, Puryear,
Tn., Ratliffe Paschall, Como,
Tn., Holmes Paschall,





. She was preceded in death
by one son, Hafford, Jr., who
died in 1955, and one daughter,
Mrs. Jim (Beulah) Covington,
who died in 1954.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 2:30 p. m.
at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church with the Rev. Wade
Darby, her son-in-law, of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will he Billy
Ken Osborn. Dan Lee Darby,
Jan Paschall Dalton, Douglas
Wayne Paschall, John Clark
Paschall, and Wayne
Stracener. Burial will follow
in the Mill Creek Cemetery in
Henry County. Tn.. with the
arrangements by the Miller




Funeral services for Van
Clark of Murray Route Three
were held this morning at ten
o'clock at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. John Dale of-
Pallbearers were Van
- Clark. Guy._ Luther. Morris
Luther, Nick Horton, Don
Overbey. and Bill Harrell.
Burial was in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Clark. age 89, died
Sunday at 2.40 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
hospital. He was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Friendship Church of Christ.
His wife, Edna, died August 9,
1975.
He is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Murry Ross, Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, Dr.
Howell-ft. Clark. -Murray




Mrs. Virginia Houser of
Benton Route Three died
Sunday at 3:25 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was 63 years of age.
Survivors include her
husband, Clifford Houser;
four daughters, Mrs. Aleppa
Harg,is, Dexter, Mrs. Verna
Smith, Mrs. Verlaine Lassiter,
and Mrs. Kathy Jones, all of
Benton; fourte4n grand-
children; one great grand-
child.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. T. Y.
Smithmier and the Rev. Mike
Gatton officiating. Burial will





Funeral services for Mrs.
Roy i Velma) Birdsong are
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Billy Meadows and
the Rev. Randolph Allen
officiating. The music is by
the Melody Notes.
Serving as pallbearers are
Billy, Steve, and Tim Bird-
song, William and Glen
Morrison, and Hal Snyder.
Burial will follow in the Unity
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mrs. Birdsong, age 63, died
Sunday at 530 a. m. at the
' Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Canton Baptist Church.
She is survived by her
husband, Roy Birdsong,
Hardin; four daughters, Mrs.
Risdon Robinson, Oxnard,
Calif., Mrs. A. B. Stroup.
Pittsboro, Miss., Mrs. James
Higgins, Hardin, and • Mrs.
Robert Colson, Murray Route
One; six sons, James Lewis,
Alton, Ill., F. M., Cadiz Route
Three, Bill, Murray Route Six,
Conroy, Murray Route Three,
Donnie, Murray, and Ronnie,
Almo 'Route One; three
sisters, Mrs. Lala Morrison,
Mrs. Ruby Adair, and Mrs.
Avis Meredith; two brothers.





The First Assembly of God,
South 16th Street and Glendale
Road, Murray, is holding a
revival meeting this week
with services each evening at
7:00 through Saturday, August,,
13.
Evangelist for the services
is the Rev. Billy Henderson of
Lexington. The pastor, the
Rev. Jerry Hendley, invites
the public to attend the ser-
vices.
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James R. Young Is
Dead At Age 64;
Rites Wednesday
James Rouben Young of 104
Ash Street, Murray, died
Sunday night at the Westview
Nursing Mune. He was 64
years of age.
The Murray man is survived
by two sisters, Mrs. George
Hoskins and Mrs. Mae Abbott,
both of Chicago, Ill.; one
brother, Quihai Young,
Murray; host of other
relatives.
The funeral services will be,
held Wednesday at two p.in, at
the chapel of the Rutledge
Funeral Home, Murray, with
the Rev. .C. E. Timberlake
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Tonight (Tuesday) from
seven to eight p.m. the -wake
will be held at the funeral
home.
The Rev. Paul McAdoo,
minister of the United
Methodist Church. South
Fulton, Tn., is the speaker for
the revival services being
held each evening at 7:30
through Friday, August 12, at
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church, Murray.
Rev. McAdoo received his B.
A. degree from Bethel
College in 1966 and his
Master of Divinity degree
from Memphis Theological
Seminary in 1974. He has ser-
ved the Big Sandy Circuit,
the Martin Circuit, Water
Valley - Palestine - Calvary
in Mayfield, Symsonia First,
Gates Circuit, Medina-Mt.
Zion, and the South Fulton
Parish. The Rev. Charles
Morris, minister of the chur-





The United Methodist Youth
Fellowship Sub-District will
meet Thursday, August 11,
with the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church group as the
host. The meeting will be held
at Bob Warren's farm.
Recreation will begin at 4:30
p. m. Supper with each one
bringing his or her own sack
supper will be at six p. m. with
Dexter-Hardin furnishing the
drinks. The business meeting
will begin at approximately
seven p. m.
Persons will be at the
Dexter-Hardin Church to
direct members and guests to
the Warren farm, and for
information persons may call
753-9207.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at4
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M Simon Co are as follows
Indus Av +2.08
Airco Ws +N.
Am Motors - '. 3% -4
Ashland fh I 32% uric
AT&T 63 +"a
Ford Motor  43% talc
Gen Dynamics 60% +%
Gen. Motors  66% +%




Quaker Oats 20% -4
Republic Steel 23% + %
Singer Mfg. 24% • t.
Tappan  10 unc
Western Union.  19% -le
Zenith Radio  21% +'.,
Prices of stock of local I nteNst at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times hy First of Michigan. Corp. of
Murray, are aS f011011S' .
I Disney ........ 37% %
—SwituwV- . • '
Heublein Inc.
Mc Donalds Corp  46%
Ponderma Systems  9% +4
Kimberly (lark ,  43% imc
Union Carbide... .. 47% +".
W R Grace ... .219% -44
, Texaco . . .1114 +%
General 93ec  544 one
GAF Corp  10%. -1'4
Georgia Pacific  27% -Vs
Pfizer ,, 26% -4




Fire At Kentucky Supper Club
LAS VEGAS, Nev. ( AP)
Singer John Davidson has
returned to the stage for the
first time since his
appearance at a Kentucky
supper club where a fire killed
164 persons. But he refuses to
discuss the disaster anct
walked out of a recent
interview when the subject
came up.
Davidson appears confident




stage manner turned to tight-
lipped annoyance when a
reporter casually asked how
his life had been affected by
the May 28 blaze at the
Beverly Hills Supper Club in
'War Room' Coordinating
Firefighting Efforts
BOISE, Idaho I AP) — The
room has a panoramic view of
the southern Idaho desert, but
no one has time to enjoy it.
Technicians scurry from radio
consoles to maps of the
western United States marked
with big red X's.
Each X represents a forest
fire. This is the "war room" of
the Boise Interagency Fire
Center, which is coordinating
a battle against flames that
have consumed nearly 2
million acres in seven states.
Near the maps, each fire
and its size is posted. On a
large board nearby, the
location of fire fighting
aircraft is plotted. Voices are
heard checking the location of
men and equipment.
Spread over desks are
situation reports, cold cups of
coffee and half-smoked
cigarettes.
Tension fills the room. The
fire situation remains critical,
and the long hours and hard
work are beginning to show on
the faces of crews who staff
the centers 24 hours a day.
Some have been on duty
almost constantly since last
Thursday, when a special fire
emergency plan was put into
effect.
The fire center is a
cooperative effort of five
federal agencies — the U.S.
Forest Service, the Bureau of
Land Management, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the
National Park Service and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Through it, men and
equipment are routed to fight
fires in California, Oregon,
Washington, Alaska,
Colorado, Utah and Arizona.
"This is the most central
location for large forest fire
logistical supply, manpower
and equipment to the western
United States. This is where
the largest forest fires occur
and where the need is the
greatest," said the center's
director, R.L. Bjornsen.
On Monday, more than 1,000
experienced firefighters were
either waiting at Boise or en
route to the center for
dispatching to other western
points, said Arnold Hartigan,
a fire information officer.
Since Thursday, he said,
nearly 2,000 men had been
dispatched thrugh the center.
After the crews arrive at the
center, they usually rest for 24
hours, receive training in the
use of protective fire suits,
then are airlifted to areas
where more crews are needed.
Crews from the East and
Southeast have been
summoned to augment the
weary local firefighters,
stretched thin as the blazes
continue to spread.
Several crews arrived early
Monday morning from
Knoxville, Tenn., and spent
most .of the day relaxing
around the center, waiting for
orders to head for a fire.
Arthur Bradley of Laurel,
Miss., said this was the
seventh time he had flown
west to fight fires. "I've
fought fires in Montana, then
in New Mexico ... and last
year we were in Virginia,
*Kentucky, then on that big one
up in Michigan," he said.
The mess hall was full
Monday as crews flown in the
night before ate lunch and
waited for the call to move
out. They had come not only
from Mississippi, but from
national forest and Job Corps
crews in North Carolina and
Virginia, and from state
divisions of forestry in
Tennessee and Pennsylvania.
Testimony Is Heard On
Nuclear Power Plants




there was a diversion" of
nuclear material from 'a
power plant, although officials
from two agencies remain
publicly confident that none of




Monday before a House
Commerce subcommittee
looking into the way the
federal government
safeguards nuclear materials
at both government and
private plants.
"We are really confident
that no radioactive materials
have ever been gotten out of
those plants," said Robert W.
Fri, acting administrator of
the Energy Research and
Development Administration.
But he added this was not -a
100 per cent•certainty."
Fri and Lee V. Gossick,
executive operations director
of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, said processing
problems, biased meamiri-
ments or bookkeepping errors
may account for the inability
to trace the missing weap,iis.
grade plutonium ;Ind
uranium.
But after the two officials
testified, a subcommittee
Hog Market
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some of the nuclear material
may have been stolen.
-We have information that
an intelligence agency
believes there was a diversion
(of nuclear material)," said
the subcommittee's chief
investigator, Michael Ward.
He did not elaborate nor
identify the agency.
Jailers. . .
(Continued From Page One)
Berry also said the fee
system discourages jailers
from implementing
innovative programs such as
work or educational
release—since the incentive is
simply to keep prisoners
locked up for as long as
possible.
Weisenberger said that the
legislation supported by Berry
"may not be the answer to
what you want—more
money." The committee





• changing the responsibilities
of property valuation
adrninistrators.
A mbjority of the
subcommittee had previously5
recommended that PVA.S be
required to prepare tax bills.
A minority recommended that
they be required to collect
taxes as well.
The committee also
declined to consider a bill
draft requested by Rep: Gross
Lindsay, D-Henderson, who
was not present, that would
have consolidated offices of
the sheriff and jailcr in
specified counties.
Southgate, Ky.
"I just would rather not
even mention the fire, because
I just don't want to talk about
the fire," be said. "So many
people lost their lives in it. It
was a great tragedy. There's
no reason to rake it over.
Everybody's talked about the
fire. It's all over. I don't want
to talk about the fire."
Davidson was asked in the
weekend interview if he was
nervous about playing again
in a large showroom such as
the one at the Hilton Hotel
here, where as many as 1,100
persons can dine, drink and
watch the shows. But he said
he didn't want to become
involved in questions about
room capacities because of
pending lawsuits.
"It really gets into a legal
matter," Davidson said. "I've
been interviewed by Kentucky
state investigators. If I sa
things about the fire. .1
can't.. It's just a ticklish area
because it was a great
tragedy. There've been so
many lawsuits on both sides
that I'd rather not be a part of
because I was simply the
entertainer there."
Davidson then stood up,
said, "I'm sorry, let's all do
something else," and abrubtly
ended the interview, refusing
to talk about anything, even
his new act.
The fire at the suburban
Cincinnati night spot is being
investigated by a Kentucky
committee headed by the state
police commissioner. A
congressional hearing is
planned for October in
Cincinnati. About two dozen
suits have been filed in
Kentucky seeking a total of
$750 million in damages.
Davidson's act was
designed by his new music
director, Tom Schell, who
replaces Douglas Herro, killed
in the fire after a 4I2-year
association with Davidson.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
356.8, up 0.7.
Below dam 302.6, up 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.7.
Below dam 302.6, up 0.3.
Sunset 6:57. Sunrise 6:08.




The 35-year-old Ohio native
complained after the show
here that he had received but
one standing ovation, instead
of 'the three he had been
getting during previous
shows. But the audience was
enthusiastic.
"We think he's the greatest
there is," said a Georgia man
sitting in the front of the
showroom.
Davidson's career has
covered a series of forgettable
movies and television shows.
He has had no hit records. But
he appears regularly on the
"Tonight Show" and
"Hollywood Squares." And
like that fateful night in
Southgate, Davidson




NEW MADRID, Mo. ( AP)
— Authorities in New Madrid
County today were
investigating the shooting
death of a Kentucky man
along Interstate 55 near this
Missouri Bootheel
community.
The body of Joseph Pate, 33,
Paducah, Ky., was discovered
in his pickup truck by his wife,
Mary Pate, 36, about 9 p.m.
Monday.
Both had been returning
home from a visit to relatives
in Blytheville, Ark., but Pate
had left about noon, some six
hours ahead of his wife.
Pate's truck was parked at a
rest station off the interstate
and Mrs. Pate stopped after
she spotted it.
Pate had been shot once in
the head and had been dead
for several hours, according to
the county 'coroner. No
weapon was found, but Pate's
wallet and a checkbook were
missing.
Authorities said they had no




FANCY FARM, Ky. (AP) —
The odds were 4,335,799 to 1
that it could happen twice to
Cecil Morganti.
He won a new auto for the
second straight year at the
Fancy Farm picnic, an annual
gathering of politicians in this
western Kentucky hamlet.
Where was Morganti when
he got the news?
"In bed, the same place I
was when I got the call last
year," said the retired
garment worker.
Mrs. Morganti answered the
telephone and. when they
asked for Cecil, she said to
herself, "We've won that
darned car again."
There were 48,900 chances
sold at three for $1 and
Morganti had 30 of them. Last
year, he had 15 of the 39,900
tickets that went into the
drum.
Morganti said he thought
"somebody was pulling my
leg when they told me I got the
car."
He's planning on keeping
the 1977 model, with only 8,000




The Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club
will hold a special called
meeting on Thursday, August
11, at 7:30 p. m. at the band
room of the school.
Hal Winchester, president,
said plans for the new school
year will be discussed, and the
group will meet with the new
school band director, Cecil
Glass. Band camp is being
held at the school each
morning this week.
BASS CLUB
The Murray Bass Club will
hold its regular meeting at the
Triangle Inn on Wednesday,
August 10, at 6:30 p. m. All
members are urged to attend,
a spokesman said.
Bel-Air Decor
Need to do some decorating, come to the most complete









We have shutters and vinyl shades. Decorate
your windows in the very latest fashion.
Custom made woven wood shades. Come in and
see them.
OFF Woven Shades & Custom
Drapes
Beautify Your Home With
Shutters Of Distinction!
The finest shutters at lowest
prices by Cannon Craft
Woven-Wood
lb- Draperies Made By Aero
••• r
